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FOREWORD

The U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and
Social Sciences (ARI) investigates issues pertaining to soldier
performance in simulated future combat environments. Simulation
of new systems and technologies provides ARI researchers with a
method for addressing training and soldier performance issues
related to command, control, and communications (C3) during the
earliest stages of systems development.

This report was prepared under the science and technology
task entitled "Training Requirements for the Future Integrated
Battlefield." ARI's involvement in this research supports two
Memoranda of Understanding. One agreement, between ARI and the
United States Army Armor Center and School that focuses on
research in future battlefield conditions, was signed on 12 April
1989. The second, between ARI and the Tank Automotive Command
(TACOM), focuses on the Combat Vehicle Command and Control System
(CVCC) and was signed on 22 March 1989.

This report documents the current Automated Battalion
Tactical Operations Center (BN TOC) within the Close Combat Test
Bed (CCTB), formerly referred to as the Simulation Networking-
Developmental Facility, or SIMNET-D. The physical and functional
descriptions of the selected staff workstations include how the
workstations fit into and interact with other components of the
Combat Vehicle Command and Control program. This effort is
especially pertinent to researchers interested in automated
command, control, and communications (C3) because it details a
current, interactive, working system that has been tested under
realistic conditions.

The results of this effort have been briefed to the Director
and Chief of the Analysis and Simulation Division, Combat
Developments, U.S. Army Armor School.

EDGAR M. JOHNON
hee.Im Technical Director
MIS5 WA&X
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FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR SELECTED STAFF WORKSTATIONS WITHIN
THE CLOSE COMBAT TEST BED'S AUTOMATED BATTALION TACTICAL
OPERATIONS CENTER

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

This report provides functional specifications documentation
for the simulation of Automated Battalion Tactical Operations
Center (BN TOC) workstations within the Close Combat Test Bed
(CCTB).

Procedure:

Multiple approaches were taken to complete this report. For
documentation of the BN TOC, a hands-on approach was used.
Researchers consulted with the CCTB staff and engineers to
determine the functionality of the system. These approaches were
taken so that the maximum information available on the Automated
BN TOC could be included in the report.

Findings:

Staff workstations within the BN TOC are complex and
flexible, as can be seen in the documentation of the system.
Flexibility was built into the system to allow a TOC staff to
easily accomplish their duties in a manner that best suits their
needs. The power of the system is evident in the functionality
built into the system to accomplish tasks previously done
manually with paper maps, grease pencils, handwritten
correspondence, and voice radio traffic.

Utilization of Findings:

This report can most effectively be employed by developers
and users of systems like the BN TOC. Users can determine how
the current system within the CCTB operates and either build a
system like the one documented, improve on the existing system,
or develop new features for the current system. The report will
also help with the training of military personnel who will either
test or use the system themselves.

vii
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FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR SELECTED STAFF WORKSTATIONS
WITHIN THE CLOSE COMBAT TEST BED'S AUTOMATED BATTALION

TACTICAL OPERATIONS CENTER

Introduction

The purpose of this document is to provide functional and
)hysical documentation for the Automated Battalion (BN) Tactical
)perations Center (TOC) workstations within the Combat Vehicle
:ommand and Control (CVCC) environment. This document is intended
:o provide the reader with a detailed understanding of the
:unctional or "how the system" works description of the BN TOC.
!his document addresses only the prototype systems located in the
!lose Combat Test Bed (CCTB) and does not provide discussions on
Liternative designs or current "real world" systems that exist.

A tactical operations center or TOC is used to provide
-onsolidated Command and Control (C2 ) at unit levels of battalion
md above. FM 101-5 (1984) "Staff Organizations and Operations"
)rovides details on the duties of a staff within a TOC.

The Automated BN TOC is a futuristic version of what is
-urrently done in a manual/nonautomated fashion to accomplish
-onsolidated C2 . The Automated BN TOC program is an extension of
:he CVCC program going on at the Close Combat Test Bed in Fort
'nox, Kentucky. Both the Automated BN TOC and CVCC programs are
lesigned to help in the concept formulation stages of future
reapon systems and organizations for the Army.

The automated TOC fits in with recent C2 automation developed
rithin CCTB tank simulators. These simulators have the capability
.o send and receive digital messages and map overlays to and from
ither deployed vehicles. With this increased capability, an
ippropriate TOC was needed and subsequently developed to handle
,hese new prototype communication methods. This document details
he functionality of how this equipment works and fits into the
VCC environment.

This documentation will be limited to the systems within the
N TOC that make up the TOC workstations and the interaction with
,ther CVCC systems either within vehicle simulators, other TOC
'orkstations, or higher level units. The prototype BN TOC system
resented is associated with version 1.6 of the BN TOC software.
ny later release of the above software will not be reflected in
his document unless it is appended at a later date.

Overview of the Document

This document will begin with general requirements for the
OC workstations that currently make up the Automated BN TOC.
hen, the general functioning of the TOC workstations is
iscussed. Finally, a detailed description of the functionality of
he TOC workstations is provided.



General BN TOC Requirements

The Automated BN TOC is designed around the concept of the
DC workstation. The TOC workstation is used to replace the
arrent organization of a "real world" TOC, which has each section
Drking out of its own vehicle with its own maps and radios.
Lthin the automated TOC, each relevant section/activity will
tilize a computer workstation to perform both its planning and
Lssion execution duties. The Automated BN TOC workstations have
aitially been developed to incorporate the S3 (Operations), S2
ntelligence), and overall supervisory (BN Executive Officer--
D) responsibilities within the BN TOC. A special configuration
E any of the above workstations is the Coordinator workstation.
Coordinator workstation is used to control any test or use of
ae BN TOC workstations and simulators hooked into the system at
iat time.

TOC Workstations

The equipment currently in the TOC includes two identical
Drkstations and a large screen situation display. The
Drkstations consist of a SUN SPARCstation 1 computer with a
ýyboard, two-each 19" color monitors, and a mouse. The
Drkstations are set up with the monitors in a side-by-side
)nfiguration. The left color monitor is always the Map Display,
iich shows a military map, and the right color monitor is the
)mmunication and Planning Display, which allows communication and
•itten planning to occur. This configuration is shown in Figure

Communication and
Map Display Planning Display

Mouse

SUN SPARCstation 1

gure 1. BN TOC Workstation Configuration
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The workstations allow the planning and mission execution
duties normally conducted on acetate, paper maps, and radio to be
performed on the workstation in a digital computer medium. The
workstations receive all Position Navigation (POSNAV) data on
vehicles outfitted with such equipment. This allows the TOC
operators to track the location of all vehicles within their own
and adjacent units.

The workstations are also connected to the Single-Channel
Ground and Airborne Radio System (SINCGARS) allowing both voice
and digital message communication with deployed vehicles and the
higher level headquarters. All digital and voice transmissions
are sent out through this radio system.

A local area network provides the communication links
necessary for information to be passed among workstations and the
Situation Display within the automated BN TOC. The workstations
are capable of sending and receiving the same digital reports that
are available within the tank simulators.

The Situation Display consists of a Sun SPARCstation 1
computer, keyboard, a mouse, and a single large screen TV.
Currently, the Situation Display has a limited subset of the
functions that will be discussed with the other workstations (i.e.
S2 and S3 workstations). The only functions currently available
on the Situation Display allow overlays, message/report icons, and
Position Navigation (POSNAV) icons to be stored and displayed on
its screen. Overlays, messages, and formats cannot be created as
can be done on the other workstations.

General Workstation Functionality

Workstation Modules

The workstation software functions are broken down into four
(4) basic modules that interact. The four modules are: Message
Module, Format Module, Map Module, and Echelon Module. For a
detailed discussion of the different modules, see "SIMNET CVCC
Battalion TOC Workstation User Manual Release 1.5' (Bolt, Beranek,
and Newman, Inc. [BBNI, 1991).

Screen Layout

The TOC workstation displays are broken down into three (3)
main types of screens based on the modules above. The first
consists of screens from the Message module. These screens are
for sending, receiving, and filing messages. These functions are
provided in the Infolder or other folders that originated from the
Infolder. The second type of screen comes from the Format module.
These screens are available when planning formats are being
developed to plan for a future operation. Screens from the
Message and Format module appear on the Communications and
Planning Display. The last type of screen comes from the Map

3



module. These screens are displayed on the Map Display. These
screens show relevant POSNAV data, overlays, message icons, and
digital map terrain of the area of operation.

Interface Structure

The operator interface of the BN TOC is based on a hierarchy
of menu types and selectors. The types of menus and selectors
available are: Menu Bars, Pulldown Windows, Cascading Windows,
Radio Buttons, Highlighted Fields, and Scroll Bars. A detailed
description of these display features is available in the "SIMNET
CVCC Battalion TOC Workstation User Manual Release 1.5" (BBN,
1991). The operator uses these menus and selectors to execute
functions of the TOC workstations.

There are two input devices available for the
workstation. These include the workstation's keyboard and mouse.
No other input devices are available. There are three conventions
used in this document that refer to the methods for inputting
data. They are: Selecting, Designating, and Typing. Selecting is
used to pick desired fields, functions, words, symbols, or numbers
on the screen. Designating is used to pick locations for input
into a report. Typing is used to type text into messages or to
create formats or overlays.

The menu structure of the BN TOC workstations is very
flexible yet logical in it's approach. The user can perform
almost any function within a module, and many from different
modules in the middle of performing an operation. However, there
is a logical system of error messages and functionality that
requires the user to perform certain functions before other
functions can be attempted. This structure is detailed in the
functional description of the workstations.

SupDortina Subsystems

The following paragraph will detail the subsystems that are
required to operate and support the automated TOC workstations.
The method of transport and vehicular support for the Automated BN
TOC would normally play an integral part in the specification for
the BN TOC. However, this is not discussed within this
documentation as it is not required within CCTB for the system to
function. The BN TOC workstations do require subsystem support in
order to portray the information exchange required of the system.
The BN TOC workstations provide the interface to integrate inputs
from the SINCGARS and POSNAV systems.

SINCGARS

Simulated SINCGARS radios are currently used to send both
digital and voice transmissions. The radio system is fully
integrated with the BN TOC workstations and the TOC local area
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network. All reports, messages, and overlays can be sent out

through the radio system.

POSNAV

The POSNAV system is a key component to the BN TOC. The
POSNAV system is embedded within the workstation's interface. All
POSNAV data is displayed on the Map Display at each of the
workstations. The POSNAV system provides up-to-date position
locations for all deployed vehicular elements and a terrain data
base for the workstations. Manipulation of the terrain data base
within the BN TOC workstations allow users to rapidly perform
operations normally conducted on standard military topographic
maps.

Data CaDture and Instrumentation

A primary purpose for developing a simulation-based prototype
of an automated command and control system is to assess soldier
performance as a function of this developmental system. The
ability to automatically capture data for C2 activities allows for
instant recording of soldier performance and utilization patterns,
comparing automated and non-automated performance, predicting
training requirements, and documenting operational effectiveness
as a function of the system and the soldier's use of the system.

A primary requirement was that the Bn TOC components be fully
instrumented. Instrumentation includes automatic recording of user
inputs and activities associated with system utilization. More
specifically, this includes user activation of system functions
such as the time that an overlay, report, or message is sent out.
Instrumentation supports the development of summary indices of
user inputs by activity type, function, and sub-function. Through
instrumentation, C2 performance within the simulation-based C2

system is retained in a manner that allows researchers and
developers to relate system-based activities with simulation-based
activities. This allows events to be reconstructed to help
determine the "how and why" of users' actions and relate different
performances. Investigators of the new system can then use the
user performances to determine the utility of the new system or
make improvements to the system.

MaD Characteristics

The following section details some of the general functional
characteristics of the Map Display. It includes manipulating maps
and graphics.

Discrimination

The system presents standard map information and control
measures in such a manner that highlights and clearly
discriminates terrain, graphical control measures, friendly units,
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and enemy units. The map colors are displayed in the standard
five map colors: Blue - Rivers, Green - Vegetation, Black - Man-
made objects, Red - Roads, and Brown - Relief. The map display is
capable of displaying land contour, rivers, roads, vegetation, and
map grid lines. The display of the map area is consistent with
military paper maps according to FM 21-26 (1988), "Map Reading".

On the Map Display, standard military map scales of 1:25,000,
1:50,000, and 1:250,000 are available. Also, a non-standard scale
of 1:125,000 is available so there is not such a large jump in
scale between the 1:50,000 and 1:250,000 maps. The 1:50,000 scale
shows the desired detail but not the desired area while the
1:250,000 scale shows the desired area but not in enough detail.
The 1:125,000 scale bridges the gap between these two scales.
Map, unit, and graphic control measure symbology are scalable with
respect to the map scale selected for the system. All posted
graphical control measures and unit symbols (both friendly and
enemy) automatically rescale in direct relation to changes in map
scales. Unit symbols and POSNAV displayed icons automatically
aggregate to different unit levels when the scale of the map is
changed.

Mar Movement

The map on the Map Display can be positioned either through
the use of scroll bars displayed on the right and bottom borders
of the map or by dragging the map to the desired location. This
allows the workstation user to position the map in the desired
location for the current activity being conducted. The map can
also be moved to a default location when the grid location for the
BN TOC is entered into the system. With this option, the map is
repositioned on the Map Display so that the BN TOC location is
moved to the center of the Map Display.

Control Measures

Control Measures are defined as "directives given graphically
or orally by a commander to subordinate commands in order to
assign responsibilities, coordinate fires and maneuver, and to
control combat operations." (FM 101-5-1, 1985, p. 1-19) A very
important feature of the BN TOC workstation is it's ability to
depict and update graphical control measures. This is some of the
most critical information available for users of the workstations,
because the TOC is responsible for providing these controls to
deployed units. The ability to easily create and send out control
measures avoids the time consuming and difficult process of having
subordinate units come to the TOC to receive a hard copy of the
operational graphics. The TOC operators can display the graphical
control measures in either black or red. Some examples of
different control measures are: boundaries, objectives,
coordination points, and contact points.
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Icons are graphic representations of information from which
one can view and discern information. Icons are posted to the Map
Display in two colors: red and blue. Red is for enemy unit
information and blue is for friendly units. Figure 2 shows the
distinct set of icons used to display both the friendly and enemy
information.

The system also gives the workstation user an indication of
where icons or graphics are located; however, they cannot be
displayed on the map due to viewing limitations on the screen.
These indications appear as red and blue arrowheads for pointing
to the graphic or icon. Red is for enemy related information and
blue is for friendly.

Posted icons also retain a link to their source report or
unit. The report or unit is the method by which the icon appears
on the screen. If the icon is POSNAV generated, the displayed
icon retains a link to this information. If the icon is report
generated, then the icon retains a link to the report associated
with it. Through this link, the report or unit associated with
the icon can be recalled from the icon and displayed on the Map
Display.

Tank Helo
Used in CFF, Contact, Used in CFF. Contact,
Intul (Enemy and Friendly). Intel (Enemy and
and Spot. Friendly), and Spot.

~) Arty Th FW Air
Used in CFF. Contact, Used in CFF, Contact,
Intel (Enemy and Friendy), Intel (Enemy and
and Spot. Friendly), and Spot.

Truck Troops
Used in CFF, Contact, Used in CFF, Contact,
Intel, and Spot. Intel, and Spot.

~ ATGM jj PC
Used in CFF, Contact, Used in CFF, Contact,
Intel, and Spot. Intel, and Spot.

Misc
Used In Intel (C2. Mech, Mortar, Scout, Support,
a)d obstacles). Shell. Stop, NBC, and Adjust Ire.

Figure 2. Icons
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Reports

Reports available on the Communication and Planning Display
are standardized reports based on current Army report formats (FM
101-5, 1984, Appendix B). The reports on the BN TOC workstations
include the same information as on the vehicle-based CVCC reports.
However, the format and manner in which report data is entered is
different. The BN TOC workstation allows the complete report to
be viewed and uses pulldown windows for report data entry.

Formats

The planning formats available on the Communication and
Planning Display are also standardized formats based on current
Army formats (FM 101-5, 1984, Appendix G). These formats consist
of specific reports for both the 52 and S3. S2 formats are as
follows: AnalAreaOpns (Analysis of Area of Operations),
Collection (Collection Plan), IntelEst (Intelligence Estimate),
and PerInt (Periodic Intelligence Report). S3 formats are as
follows: EST/Sit (Estimate of the Situation), OpnsOrd (Operations
Order), OpnSit (Operational Situation Report), PerOpnRpt (Periodic
Operation Report), and RoadMvt (Road Movement Order). These
formats can be found in FM 101-5 "Staff Organization and
Operations".

The above sections have detailed the general functionality of
the BN TOC workstations. The next section will go into the
detailed functionality of how the workstations work and the
specific operations that can be performed.

Detailed Description of BN TOC Workstation Functionality

The following are the conventions used in the detailed
description of the BN TOC workstation functionality. These
conventions refer to the written description of the functionality
used to describe the system.

In the written description, the following conventions are
used:

-Names of options, functions, windows, buttons or fields have
the first letter of each word in the name capitalized if they are
not in a list (e.g. Where field, Route window, Cancel).

-Screen names only have the first letter of each word in the
name capitalized (e.g., Build and Edit Overlays Screen, Format
Module, etc.).

-Within the written description, a series of flow charts are
referenced. The references are to figures found in Appendix A.
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Functional Description of the BN TOC Workstation

The following sections relate the user interface screens to
the functional description of the BN TOC Workstation. The
descriptions are laid out in the following manner: First, there
is a written description of the screen or functions. This is
followed by figures of the screens as they appear when paging
through them. Finally, a series of flow charts show the
functionality of the screen or function.

Main System Level

Within this documentation, the Main System Level is used to
show the flexibility of the system. Figure A-I shows that
options on either of the two screens or any of the software
modules are available.

Figure 3 shows the layout of the map module on the Map
Display and Figure 4 shows the Message and Format Modules on the
Communication and Planning Display. The workstation user can make
a selection within the same software module, on a different
software module on the same screen, or on a different software
module on the alternate screen at this level. whenever the cursor
is moved to a different module, the color of the window changes to
indicate which window is being controlled by the cursor. Figure
A-i shows the flow of operations at the system level. The color
changes stated in Figure A-I are consistent for any operations
that are performed within a module.

Sceft WOi F~twr" Owslhs Stek" Eumelse 49"" Imm OWL*" MWN

MomR Momu

Digital Map Rrea

Figure 3. Map Display
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Infolder/Folder

The purpose of the Infolder and sus~ts of rhE:h :...
is to handle all message actions whether it be composing, sen•ing,
filing, or reading reports. Folders also provide the TOC operator
a way of organizing reports for different operations. The folder
operations are analogous to using an Electronic Mail (E-ma~il
system. Just like an E-mail system, messages can be filled out,
filed in folders (directories), sent out to single or multiple
stations (addresses), and also be read when received.

There are four different levels of functions that can occui
from either the Infolder or other message folders. The four
levels are: Infolder Main Menu, View Messages Menu, Dispose of
Messages Menu, and Close. No folder, including the Infolder hat;
all four levels. The Infolder (Figure 4) can perform all
functions on all menus except Close. The Infolder is the only
folder that cannot be closed or deleted and is the only folder
that can access the Infolder Main Menu. All other folders are
accessed through the Infolder Main Menu. If Close is available on
a folder, then it is located below the Dispose of Messages window.
When that option is selected, the folder disappears off of the
Communication and Planning Display. Figure A-2 shows the flow of
operations on folders at the different menu levels.

Ifolder Mpin Menu
A `00 lU F 0800 I arrnui~ Maaq

Fokld Fit Cwoss _ View Meage; Menu S2 Fomwas &I F Ioerr

0C'1 00,10'd
Dispose of Messages: [ntmJs i: i P Sa

A P0 ptnnt 0 RO0K• l

Dispose of i atmiages Menu a P n n D isplay
(The Oless hutw. Is _________________i0

emw gbr eldiirs)

List oam
Us! Box

Figure 4. Communication and Planning Display
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Infolder Main Menu

The purpose of the Infcider Main Level .c" ,Cidu-
to other folders (either standard or created;, set message
filters, and compose messages.

The Infolder Main Menu is located at the top of the Infold:d
as shown in Figure 4. There are three options that are available
from this menu: Folder, Filter, and Compose. Selections are made
from this menu by moving the mouse to the desired option and
pressing the left mouse button. This causes a pulldown window tA;
appear under the selected option.

The Folder option allows access to other folders on that
workstation. The Filter option is used to set the receive filtei
on the workstation allowing only certain messages to be received.
The Compose option is used to compose standard military reports.
These options and pulldown windows will be discussed in greater
detail in the following sections. Figure A-3 shows the flow of
operations from the Infolder Main Menu.

Messaae Folder

The purpose of the Message folder is to provide the
workstation user with a capability to keep an orderly filing
system of all reports that are received by the workstation. The
user can either use standard folders or make a custom filing
system to perform this organization.

Message folders are accessed through the Folder option of the
Infolder Main Menu. Figure 5 shows the pulldown window associated
with the Folder option when Folder is selected. The options
available are: Journal, MapDisp, SitDisp, workbook, and Remote.

Role IDIFoider Name

Folder Filter ComposeJournal s I[•] Iex,
MapOlsp

S l o lu s p g es : i ou te D -- ele t

Workbook...
Remote... A

Folder Window

Figure 5. Folder Window
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Journal, MapDisp, and SitDisp are three standard folders
within the Infolder that cannot be deleted. Sclectzng one c:
these options brings up the associated folder. These three
folders have the same functionality as others with the exception
of the Journal. Messages that are posted to the Journal cannot be
deleted.

When workbook is selected, the Workbook window is displayed
(Figure 6). The window is used to create, delete, and view
workbook sections. within this window, workbook sections are
displayed on a scrollable list. This list includes a set of
standard workbook sections that cannot be deleted. These sections
are: Air, Armor, Artillery, Infantry, Miscellaneous, and NBC.
Any created workbook sections are also displayed on this list.
Created workbook sections perform as folders yet they can be
deleted.

Remote Folder.

Workbook LI InFolder
Wn Journal

Workbook Index Map Display

Air A Sit Display

Armor Workbook Index

Artillery
Infantry List of workbook
Miscellaneous sections
NBC

Create Workbook Section _______

'Mr,~iiiii• • ::•i••~• - • S3 Folders

Open II Create IDelete Close Open cancel

Figure 6. Workbook Window Figure 7. Remote Window

When the operator selects Remote, the Remote window is
displayed, as shown in Figure 7. Remote allows the workstation
operator to access the folders and workbook sections of other
workstations that are located on the BN TOC local area network.

Figures A-4 through A-Il show the flow of folder operations

from the Infolder Main Menu.

Filter Messaae

The purpose of the Filter function is to allow the
workstation operator to receive only those reports that he/she
needs to accomplish the mission. Setting the message filter also
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ensures that the message list is usable and not cumbersome in tLhe
execution of the TOC's mission. For example, the S2 may set the
receive filter so tha: Situation Reports (SitReps) are not
received at the S2 workstation. While the SitRep is an importanL
report, it is important to the S3 and not the S2. Having these
reports appear on the S2 workstation is undesirable because they
are of no use to the S2.

The Filter function is found on the Infolder Main Menu.
Selecting this option causes the Filter window, as shown in Figure
8, to appear. The options available from this window are: Sort
Messages and Receive Filters. The Sort Messages option is not
operational at this time.

Role ID/InFolder

Folder Filter Compose

View ISort Miessages F Fii -1
Receive Filters

Dispas 01 messaDeee:

A

Filter Window

Figure 8. Filter Window

When the operator selects Receive Filter from the Filter
window, the Filter Messages window (as shown in Figure 9) appears.
In this window, the operator selects the messages he/she wants to
receive. Once the workstation operator has selected the desired
messages to filter, the filter must be applied to the system so
that the workstation can properly pass the messages. Once the
filter is applied, only the messages selected to be received will
be displayed on the workstation. Those messages selected to be
filtered out will not appear in the workstations Infolder. Figure
A-12 shows the flow of filter operations from the Infolder Main
Menu.
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Filter Messages

Se4ec: Cesired lV:S Messages

Eneriy ;',IS R*pozts

0 AdJust
0 Ammo
0 CFF

Contact
Intel

Q Shell

0 spot

Friendly IVIS Repons

SFree TeCt
0 NBC
0 SitRep

ApplyCa-ncell

Figure 9. Filter Messages Window

Compose Messaae

The purpose of the Compose function is to provide the
workstation operator with the capability to develop or compose
reports and messages that can be transmitted digitally to vehicles
within the battalion.

Compose is a function found on the Infolder Main Menu. When
an operator selects this option, the Compose pulldown window
(shown in Figure 10) appears. The options available from this
window are: Adjust, Ammo, CFF (Call for Fire), Contact, Intel,
Shell, Spot, Free Text, NBC, and SitRep.

Role ID/lnFolder

Folder Filter Composel

View Messages Adjust do [ZN•]
8mmo

Desposeof Mes CFF e Deletee
Contact
Intel
Shell
Spot

tree Text
NBC

ItiRep

Compose Window

Y

Figure 10. Compose Window
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When the operator selects a type of report to compose, that
particular report window will appear as shown in Figures 11-20.
The report can then be filled out, edited, and transmitted by
using the mouse and keyboard on the workstations to other
stations. The reports are compatible with the reports developed
for the vehicle based CVCC system. LaVine (1991) documents the
options and manner of filling out reports on the vehicle based
CVCC system. Figure A-13 shows the flow of composing messages
from the Infolder Main Menu.

Message Com oser

Adjust FireReport

Target

--OR- -

UR Shift Z

A/D Shift I ]

[3 FFE [J EOM

Originator IlIi

Route ICanc"lI

Figure 11. Adjust Fire Report

Message Composer

Ammo Report

Ammo Status

Heat IZ]
Sabot I I
50 IZI
7.62
Smoke

Originator
IRoute Can cel

Figure 12. Ammo Report
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Message Composer

Suppression Report

What Where

Originator

Route Cancel

Figure 13. Call for Fire Report

Message Composer

Contact Report

What Where

Originator IZ]
Route Cancel]_

Figure 14. Contact Report
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Message Composer

Intelligence Report

Enemy Friendly

What m~
WhereLI]
Number

Activity ---

Heading Li
Obstacle Unit

What

Where
Where [

As Of [ ]
Originator

ROute Cancel 1

Figure 15. Intelligence Report

Message Composer

Shell Report

Number Where

Asof OI]

Originator

Route Cancel

Figure 16. Shell Report
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Message Composer

Spot Report

What Observed Destroyed

Where

Heading [1 1
Enemy Action E Z ]
Own Action

As of

Originator I I
Route CancelI

Figure 17. Spot Report

MessageiComooser

Free Text
A

Originator m
IRoute I Cancel

Figure 18. Free Text Message
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Message Composer

NBC Report

Obs Loc
Atk Loc
Burst
Attack
Flash/Bang Time
Number Shells
Nuc Crtr Diam (m)
Nuc Cloud Wi (deg)
Nuc Cloud Hi (deg)

Originator E =

RouteI Cancel

Figure 19. NBC Report

Message Composer

Situation Report

As Of
FLOT [ II
Enemy Activity

Enemy Act Level

Crit Short
o3 Pets
o3 Ammo
o Fuel
0 Equip
Cdr's Intent

Originator

Ro°uteI CanEl

Figure 20. Situation Report
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View Messaaes

The purpose of the View Messages function is to allow the
workstation operator to display desired message(s) from the
displayed message list. This list can be acquired either from the
Infolder, another folder, or workbook section.

The View Messages menu, as shown in Figure 4, is available on
all folders. This menu provides access, through it's three
options, on what message is to be displayed. The three options
available are: Previous, Selected, and Next. A message from the
displayed list must first be selected, then viewed. Figures A-14
and A-15 show the operations associated with viewing messages from
folders.

DisDose of Messaaes

The purpose of the Dispose of Messages function is to allow
the operator to file, transmit, and delete messages from the
folder's message list. This allows the workstation user to
continue work with message lists that are not cumbersome. It also
allows him or her to retain messages that may be used at a later
time.

The Dispose of Messages function, as shown in Figure 4, is
available on all folders. Through it's two options, this function
allows messages to be filed, sent, and deleted. The two options
available are: Route and Delete.

The delete option is not available in the Journal Folder.
Once messages are posted to this folder, they cannot be deleted.
This is because the Journal is considered a historical document of
everything that takes place within the TOC. Once something is
posted to the Journal, it remains as a permanent record of what
has happened.

In order for a message to be disposed, the workstation
operator must first select a message from the displayed list.
When the operator selects Delete, any highlighted messages are
deleted and removed from the message list.

When Route is selected, the Route window appears. The Route
Message section details the procedures associated with this
function. Figure A-16 shows the functions associated with
disposing of messages.

Route Messaae

The purpose of the Route Message function is to provide the
workstation user with the capability to both send and file
messages that have been received from others or composed by
himself.
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This function is accessed either through the Route option o.
the Dispose of Miessages menu in a folder or from a specific
report's menu from the Compose function. See either the Dispost
of Messages or Compose Message sections of this report for the
details of these functions. From either function, when the
operator selects Route, the Route Window (as shown in Figure 21)
appears. This window allows the selected message to be
transmitted to a variety of locations either to be filed there or
sent to another station. The standard stations and folders that
reports can be sent to are Higher, Commander, Staff, Lower,
Infolder, Journal Map Display, and Situation Display. Also,
messages can be routed to the standard workbook sections along
with any sections created by the user. Figure A-17 and A-18 show
the operations and system actions associated with the Route
function.

Route Message

LI Higher (H)
LI Cmdr (C)
LI Staff (S)
LI Lower (L)

1] InFolder
El Journal
0I MapDisp (M1)
0I SitDisp (M2)
Workbook Index

Air A

Armor
Artillery

Infantry
Miscellaneous
NBC

Send IICancelI

Figure 21. Route Window
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Format Module

The Format Module allows the operator to create standard Army
report formats as shown in FM 101-5 "Staff Organization and
Operations". These formats are used by tactical units in the
planning of future operations and actions.

The Format Module (Figure 4) consists of a listing of report
formats available along with a listing area for created formats.
The formats available are: S2-Analysis of the Area of Operations,
Collection Plan, Intelligence Estimate, and Periodic Intelligence
Report, S3-Operational Estimate of the Situation, Operations
Order, Operational Situation Report, Periodic Operations Report,
and Road Movement Order.

The formats for both the 52 and S3 workstations can be
displayed on either the S2 or S3 workstation. However, only the
report formats for the specific workstation can be created or
edited. The report formats for the alternate workstation can only
be viewed. An example of this is that the S2 can create an
Intelligence Estimate on his workstation, but the S3 can only view
this on his workstation. The reverse is also true with respect to
the 53 being able to create Operations Order on his workstation
and the S2 can only view the order on his workstation.

The functions available from the Format Module are: Open,
Create, Delete, and Copy. Figure A-19 shows the flow of
operations of the Format Module.

Open Report Format

The purpose of the Open Report Format function is to allow
the operator to view or edit a desired report format.

The Open Report Format function is selected from the Format
Module shown in Figure 4. The operator must first select a format
type and a format from the displayed format list. When Open is
selected, that report format is opened. Formats for each specific
type of workstation (i.e. S2 or S3) can be edited. Formats from
the alternate workstation cannot be edited.

Figures 22 and 23 show the opened formats for like and
alternate workstations respectively. Once opened, the format can
be either viewed or edited. Figure A-20 shows the functioning of
the Open Report Format function.
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Format Viewer

Format Name
Status

PEwJ rs~z rClo0se-

Format Area

Figure 22. Like Format Viewer

Format Viewer

Formaet Nwern

EE9J
Ni A

Shaded buttons indicate that
these functions are
nea-operational

Format Area

Figure 23. Alternate Workstation Viewer
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Create Report Format

The purpose of the Create Report Format function is to
provide the workstation user the capability to create new and
mission-specific planning reports and estimates.

The user first selects the type of format desired on the
Format Module. Then, the user selects the Create Report Format
function from the Format Module shown in Figure 4. When Create is
selected, the Create Report window appears, as shown in Figure 24.
The options available on this window are: Close, Create, and
typing or editing a report format name. Once the format name is
entered and Create is selected, a blank report format for the type
of report format selected, is displayed. FM 101-5 "Staff
Organization and Operations" shows the formats for the type of
report format selected. Figures A-21 and A-22 show the flow of
operations associated with the Create Report Format function.

Create Report Format

New Report Name

Crae E Cance 'I
Figure 24. Create Report Window

Delete Report Format

The purpose of the Delete Report Format function is to give
the workstation user the capability to delete unnecessary report
formats from the workstation.

The Delete Report Format function is selected from the Format
Module shown in Figure 4. The user then selects a report format
from the displayed list. When Delete is selected, confirmation is
requested from the user to delete this report. When the user
provides an affirmative response, the system deletes the selected
report. Figure A-23 shows the flow of operations associated with
the Delete Report Format function.
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Copy Report Format

The purpose of the Copy Report Format function is to provide
the workstation operator the capability to copy a selected report
format and rename it. This function would most likely be used to
copy a report format and then edit it for a different operation
such as a contingency operation.

The operator selects Copy Report Format function from the
Format Module (shown in Figure 4). In order for this function to
work, the operator must select a report format from the displayed
list. When the Copy function is selected, the Copy Format window
appears, as shown in Figure 25. The options available on this
window are: Cancel, Copy, and typing or editing a format name.
Once the format name is entered and Copy is selected, the newly
named format is added to the format list. Figures A-24 and A-25
show the flow of operations associated with the Copy Report Format
function.

Copy to New Report Name

New Report Name

! co. I [ ancelI
Copy -1 Fc

Figure 25. Copy Format Window

Edit Function

The Edit function is available to the workstation user when a
blank report format is open, or when a previously created report
format is open. There is only a limited capability to edit report
formats built into the system. Basically, text can only be
inserted and deleted within the format. Text is inserted by
moving the cursor to the desired location within the report and
then typing the desired text. Text is deleted by by dragging the
cursor over the text the user wants to delete and then pressing
the delete button on the keyboard. Figure A-26 shows the flow of
operations when editing a format.
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Save Function

The purpose of the Save function is to allow the workstation
operator to save a created or edited report format. Within the
system, any report that is created or edited is not automatically
saved. The operator must insure that he/she saves the report. If
a report format is created or edited and n= saved, the edits made
are not saved.

The Save function is available when a blank report format or
a previously created format is open, as shown in Figure 22. When
the operator selects the Save function, he/she saves the changes
and edits made to the displayed report format under it's current
file name. Figure A-27 shows the flow of operations for the Save
function.

Save As Function

The purpose of the Save As function is to allow the
workstation user to save an edited report format under a different
name than the original so that the original repor2; can remain in
the report list unchanged. This function could also be used when
contingency operations need to be planned. The user can develop
the initial Operations Order. Then, by editing the original order
to include the contingency operation and using the Save As
function, both reports remain within the workstation for use.

The Save As function is available when a blank report format
is open, or when a previously created report format is open (See
Figure 22). When the user selects Save As, the Save As window
(shown in Figure 26) appears. The options available on this

window are: Cancel, Save As, and type or editing a format name.
Once the new name is typed in and Save As selected, the edited
format is saved under the new name. The original format remains
in its original condition. Figures A-28 and A-29 show the flow of
operations for the Save As Format function.

Save As

New Report Name

~i~ISave~s { ancelI

Figure 26. Save As Window
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The Map Screen contains the system level functions for the
Map Display. This level allows the workstation user to interface
with the different functions available on the Map Display.

The Map Screen shown in Figure 3 allows the workstation user
to gain access and manipulate the functionality of the Map
Display. The Map Screen has a main menu bar at it's screen top
with the following function options: Scale, Scroll, Features,
Overlays, Stacking, and Exercise. These functions allow the
workstation user to move and display map information, manipulate
overlays, and control exercises being conducted on the CCTB
network. The Exercise option is only available on a workstation
that is initiated or powered up as a Coordinator Workstation.

Other functions that can be conducted from the Map Screen
are: selecting displayed icons, using displayed scroll bars, and
dragging the map to display different portions of the digital map.
The Scroll Bar and Drag functions are available when the user
selects them from the first set of functions. Figure A-30 shows
the functioning of operations at the Map Screen level on the Map
Display.

Scale ODerations

The purpose of the Scale function is to allow the workstation
user to change the scale of the displayed digital map to a scale
that suits the current needs of the user. For example, the S3 may
need to have the map at the 1:50,000 scale to review the
deployment of the battalion, but the scale has to be changed to
1:125,000 to review the battalion's deployment with respect to the
parent brigade.

The user selects the Scale function from the main menu bar of
the Map Screen shown in Figure 3. When selected, the Scale
window, as shown in Figure 27, is displayed. The options
available on this window are: 1:25,000, 1:50,000, 1:125,000, and
1:250,000. When the desired scale is selected, the displayed
digital map will change to the newly selected scale. Figure A-31
shows the functioning of the Scale Operations.
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Scale Pulldown Window

Figure 27. Scale Window

Scroll Operations

The purpose of the Scroll function is to allow the
workstation operator to select the manner in which the map can be
moved around on the Map Display. This allows the operator to
position the digital map on the display so that the mission can
can be planned or executed easily and effectively.

The operator selects the Scroll function from the main menu
bar of the Map Screen shown in Figure 3. When the scroll feature
is selected, the Scroll window as shown in Figure 28 is displayed.
The options available on this window are: Home, Scroll Bars, and
Turn Drag On/Turn Drag Off.

The Home function repositions the map so that the location
designated as the BN TOC UTM Grid is placed in the center of the
Map Display. (The Exercise Operations section details this
function.) The Scroll Bars function enables and disables the
displayed scroll bars. If scroll bars, as shown in Figure 28, are
displayed on the Map Screen, they are active. The Turn Drag
On/Turn Drag Off function respectively enables and disables the
cursor from being in the drag mode when on the digital map. The
Turn Drag Off option is available when the Drag is enabled, and
Turn Drag On is available when the Drag is disabled. When Drag is
enabled, the cursor is active when on the digital map. Pressing
the left mouse button with the cursor on the digital map, moving
the cursor, and releasing the mouse button causes the map to be
repositioned such that the map location selected moves to the
location where the mouse button was released. This allows the
workstation user to position the digital map so that it can be
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viewed in the desired location. Figures A-32 through A-36 snow
the functioning of the Scroll Operations.

Scale S Features Ouerlays Stacking Exercise Top: (none) 1:125.000 Ch'ckoint 6nTOC UTM

Turn Draa Onl
Home •

Scroll Bars

Scroll Pulldown Window

Scroll Bars

V

Figure 28. Scroll Window

Features

The purpose of the Features function is to allow the
workstation user to display the map features desired onto the Map
Display. This can help declutter the digital map and also allows
the user to tailor the digital map to his/her desired features.

The user selects the Features function from the main menu bar
of the Map Screen shown in Figure 3. When selected, the Features
window (shown in Figure 29) is displayed. The options available
on this window are: Contour lines, Grid Lines, Roads, Rivers, and
Vegetation. Next to each option is a selection box. When the
associated selection box is highlighted, that feature is displayed
on the Map Screen. When the selection box is not highlighted,
that feature is removed from the Map Screen. The user can select
any combination of features to be displayed. Figure A-37 shows
the operations associated with the Features function.
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Figure 29. Features Window

Overlay Operations

The Overlay Operations functions provide the workstation
operator with the capability to create, send, edit, copy, and
delete overlays on the Map Display.

The operator selects the Overlay Operations functions from
the main menu bar of the Map Screen shown in Figure 3. When
selected, the Overlay pulldown window (shown in Figure 30) is
displayed. The options available on this window are: Create,
Edit, Send, Copy, Delete, and Hilite Top/Unhilite Top. These
functions allow the workstation user to perform many required
overlay operations within the Automated BN TOC. The Unhilite Top
function is available when the top overlay is hilited, and Hilite
Top is available when the top overlay is not hilited. Figure A-38
shows the flow to specific overlay operations.
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Figure 30. Overlay Pulldown Window

Create Overlay

The Create Overlay function allows the workstation user to
create new overlays on the Automated BN TOC workstation. For
example, the S2 would use this function if he/she were to develop
a new enemy situation overlay.

The user selects Create from the Overlay pulldown window
shown in Figure 30. When Create is selected, the Create Overlay
window (shown in Figure 31) is displayed. The options available
on this window are: Cancel, Create, and typing or editing a new
overlay name. Once the user enters a name and selects Create, the
Build and Edit Overlays Screen appears on the digital map of the
Map Screen. The Build and Edit Overlays Screen section documents
this functionality. Figures A-39 and A-40 show the flow of
operations associated with creating an overlay.
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New Overlay Name

Figure 31. Create Overlay Window

Edit Overlay

The Edit Overlay function allows the workstation operator to
edit and change existing overlays within the BN TOC system. An
example of this is the TOC developing a FRAGO for a contingency
operation in the same area of their current mission. The TOC can
call up the current overlay and make the necessary changes by
editing this overlay instead of creating a totally new overlay.

The operator selects the Edit Overlay function from the
Overlay pulldown window shown in Figure 30. When Edit is
selected, the Edit Overlay window (shown in Figure 32) is
displayed. The Edit Overlay window displays a list of overlays
available on that workstation and has three options that can be
performed. The options available are: Cancel, Edit, and
selecting an overlay from the displayed list. Once the operator
selects an overlay from the list and then selects Edit, the Build
and Edit Overlays Screen appears. The selected overlay appears in
the edit mode on the digital map of the Map Screen. At this
point, the overlay can be edited according to the Build and Edit
Overlays Screen section. Figure A-41 shows the flow of operations
associated with editing an existing overlay.

Gm* Li~st Aea

Figure 32. Edit Overlay Window
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Send Overlay

The purpose o: the Send Overiav function is to allow the
workstation operator to transmit existing overlays to either
deployed vehicles, other TOCs, or other workstations on the
battalion command radio net. Taking the example presented above,
when the FRAGO overlay developed is finished, it now needs to be
transmitted to the required units. The Send Overlay function
enables the overlay to be transmitted over the radio to the
desired units.

The operator selects the Send Overlay function from the
Overlay pulldown window shown in Figure 30. When Send is
selected, the Send Overlay window (shown in Figure 33) is
displayed. The Send Overlay window displays a list of overlays
available on that workstation and has four options that can be
performed. The options available are: Close, Send, selecting an
overlay to send, and selecting a station to send the overlay.
Once the operator selects an overlay, a location to zend the
overlay, and Send, then the selected overlay is sent out over the
SINCGARS radio to the designated stations. Only one overlay can
be sent at a time, but that overlay can be sent to multiple
locations. Figures A-42 and A-43 show the flow of operations
associated with sending an overlay to other stations.

Overlay List Area

Select message destinations:
0 BnCmd Network

Send L Close

Figure 33. Send Overlay Window

Copy Overlay

The purpose of the Copy Overlay function is to allow the
workstation user to copy an existing overlay either from the
user's own workstation or another workstation. For example, the
S2 might initially develop a template, based on doctrinal
deployment, for a Motorized Rifle Battalion in the defense.
He/she might then copy this overlay to a new mission-specific
name, and then edit the mission-specific overlay.

The user selects the Copy Overlay function from the Overlay
pulldown window shown in Figure 30. When Copy is selected, the
Copy Overlay window (shown in Figure 34) is displayed. The Copy
Overlay window displays a list of overlays available on the
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selected workstation and has five options that can be performed.
The options available are: Close, Copy, selecting a listinc of
overlays fiom a different workstation, selecting ,*: :o--
copied, and typing a name for the new overlay. Once tLle user
selects the desired overlay to be copied, the name for the new
overlay is typed, Copy is selected, then the selected overlay is
copied to the new name. The overlay name is added to the
workstations overlay list. Figures A-44 and A-45 show the flow of
operations associated with copying an overlay.

Type Name ot Overlay to Copy

Overlay List Area

Workstation Role

Type New Overlay Name:

Copy--] Close

Figure 34. Copy Overlay Window

Delete Overlay

The Delete Overlay function is used by the workstation
operator to remove unwanted overlays from the overlay stack and
Automated BN TOC system. This function could be used by the S2 or
S3 after they completed their planning process for an upcoming
mission. They may need to get rid of unneeded alternate course of
action overlays to keep their overlay stack from becoming too
cluttered.

The operator selects the Delete Overlay function from the
Overlay pulldown window shown in Figure 30. When Delete is
selected, the Delete Overlay window (shown in Figure 35) is
displayed. The Delete Overlay window displays a list of overlays
available on that workstation. The options that can be performed
in this window are: Close, Delete, and selecting an overlay to be
deleted from the displayed list. Once the operator selects the
desired overlay to be deleted then selects Delete, a confirmation
is requested from the operator to delete the selected overlay.
Once an affirmative response is received, the selected overlay is
deleted from the overlay list and system. Figures A-46 shows the
flow of operations associated with deleting an overlay.
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Select Overlay to Delete

Overlay List Area

Delete Close]

Figure 35. Delete Overlay Window

Hilite ToD/Unhilite Top

*The purpose of the Hilite Top/Unhilite Top function is to
allow the workstation user to show which overlay is the top
overlay on the Digital Map. Moving an overlay to the top of the
order is explained in the Stacking Section below.

The user selects the Hilite Top/Unhilite Top functions from
the Overlay pulldown window. Only one of these functions is
active at a time. The functions toggle with respect to which
function is active. Selecting one causes the other function to
become active. when the user selects Hilite Top, the drawing
points of the top overlay on the Digital Map are outlined with a
black box. When Unhilite Top is selected, the boxes around the
top overlay's drawing points are removed. Figure A-47 shows the
flow of operations associated with highlighting and unhighlighting
the top overlay on the Digital Map.

The Stacking functions provide the workstation operator the
capability to manipulate overlays. These functions include the
posting and unposting of overlays to either the Map Screen or
Situation Display and changing the stacking order of overlays that
are posted to the Map Display. The S2 could use these functions
to post his latest enemy situational template to the Situation
Display. This would keep the Executive Officer up-to-date with
the current enemy situation.

The operator selects the Stacking functions from the main
menu bar of the Map Screen shown in Figure 3. When selected, the
Stack pulldown window (shown in Figure 36) is displayed. The
options available are: Post to Map, Unpost from Map, Unpost Top,
Post to Situation Display, Unpost from Situation Display, Rotate
Up, Rotate Down, and Stack. These functions allow the workstation
user to post/unpost overlays to the Situation Display and the
workstation's Map Display and change the stacking order of posted
overlays within the Automated BN TOC. Figure A-48 shows the flow
to specific Stacking operations.
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Figure 36. Stack Pulldown Window

Post to Man

The purpose of the Post to Map function is to give the
workstation user the capability to post desired overlays to the
Digital Map. An example of this function is the S3 posting the
S2's enemy situation template overlay to his Map Display to
evaluate the current Operations Overlay.

The user selects the Post to Map function from the Stack
pulldown window shown in Figure 36. When Post to Map is selected,
the Post to Map window (shown in Figure 37) is displayed. The
Post to Map window displays a list of overlays available that have
not been posted to the map and has three options that can be
performed. The options available are: Close, Post, and selecting
an overlay to post from the displayed list. The user must first
select the desired overlay to be posted and then Post to Map.
Then the selected overlay is posted to the Digital Map as the top
overlay on the map. Figure A-49 shows the flow of operations
associated with posting an overlay to the Digital Map.
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Select Overlay to Post to Map:

Overlay List Area

Post Close

Figure 37. Post to Map Window

UnDost from MaD

The purpose of the Unpost from Map function is to provide the
workstation operator the capability to remove overlays from -he
Digital Map. The workstation operators would either use this
function whenever posted overlays are no longer needed oil the Map
Display or to just unclutter the Map Display.

The operator selects the Unpost from Map function from -he
Stack pulldown window shown in Figure 36. When Unpost from Map is
selected, the Unpost from Map window (shown in Figure 38) is
displayed. The Unpost from Map window displays a list of overlays
that are posted to the map and has three options that can be
performed. The options available are Close, Unpost, and
select an overlay to remove from the displayed list. Once the
user selects the desired overlay to be removed and Remove, the
selected overlay is removed from the Digital Map. Figure A-50
shows the flow of operations associated with unposting an overlay
from the Digital Map.

Select Overlay to Unpost from Ma

Overlay List Area

Unpost Close

?P1Wre 38. Unpost From Nap Window

The Unpost Top function provides the workstation user the
capability to quickly remove the top overlay from the Digital Map.

.The 93 could use this function to remove an enemy situational
template that he/she had posted to check the operations overlay.
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The user selects the Unpost Top function from the Stack
pulldown window shown in Figure 36. When Unpost Top is selected,
the top pc.d cv.-erlav is removed from the Digital 1'... Fiau-
51 shows the flow of operations associated with unposting the roj.
overlay from the Digital Map.

Post to SitDisp

The purpose of the Post to SitDisp function is to provide the
workstation operator with the capability to post overlays to the
Situation Display. The S3 would use this function to post the
latest Operations Overlay to the Situation Display so that the
Commander or Executive Officer can review the current situation.

The operator selects the Post to SitDisp function from the
Stack pulldown window shown in Figure 36. When Post to SitDisp is
selected, the Post to SitDisp window (shown in Figure 39) is
displayed. The Post to SitDisp window displays a list of overlays
that are not posted to the Situation Display and has three options
that can be performed. The options available are: Close, Post,
and selecting an overlay to post. Once the operator selects the
desired overlay to be posted then selects Post, the selected
overlay is posted to the Situation Display. Figure A-52 shows the
flow of operations associated with posting an overlay to the
Situation Display.

Select Overlay to Post:

Overlay List Area

Post E: Close

Figure 39. Post to SitDisp Window

Unlost from SitDisD

The purpose of the Unpost from SitDisp function is to provide
the workstation user the capability to remove overlays that are
posted to the Situation Display. Either the S2 or S2 could use
this function to remove any overlays they had posted to the
Situation Display.

The user selects the Unpost from SitDisp function from the
Stack pulldown window shown in Figure 36. When Unpost from
SitDisp is selected, the Unpost from SitDisp window (shown in
?igure 40) is displayed. The Unpost from SitDisp window displays
a list of overlays that are posted to the Situation Display by
that workstation and has three options that can be performed. The
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options available are: Close, Unpost, and selecting an overlay,
from the displayed list to remove. Once the user selects the
desired overlay to be removed then selects Unpot, ;.' sc-•T <
overlay is removed from the Situation Display. Figure A-53 shows-
the flow of operations associated with posting an overlay to the
Situation Display.

Select Overlay to Unpost:

Overlay List Area

Un post [ Close

Figure 40. Unpost From SitDisp Window

Rotate Up

The purpose of the Rotate Up function is to allow the
workstation operator to change the stacking order of posted
overlays by moving the top overlay to the bottom of the overlay
stack and moving the rest of the posted overlays up one position.

The operator selects the Rotate Up function from the Stack
pulldown window shown in Figure 36. When Rotate Up is selected,
the stacking order of overlays posted to the Digital Map is
changed. The top overlay is moved to the bottom of. the overlay
stack, and the rest of the posted overlays are moved up one
position. Figure A-54 shows the operations associated with using
the Rotate Up function.

Rotate Down

The Rotate Down function provides the workstation user the
capability to change the stacking order of posted overlays by
moving the bottom overlay to the top of the overlay stack and
moving the rest of the posted overlays down one position.

The user selects the Rotate Down function from the Stack
pulldown window shown in Figure 36. When Rotate Down is selected,
the stacking order of overlays posted to the Digital Map is
changed. The bottom overlay is moved to the top of the overlay
stack, and the rest of the posted overlays are moved down one
position. Figure A-55 shows the operations associated with using
the Rotate Down function.
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Overlay Stack

The purpose of the Stack function is to give th: workst &io
user the capability to selectively change the stacking order of
posted overlays by individually moving overlays to either the top
or bottom of the overlay stack.

The user selects the Stack function from the Stack pulldown
window shown in Figure 36. When Stack is selected, the Overlay
Stack window (shown in Figure 41) is displayed. The Overlay Stack
window displays a list of overlays that are posted to the Digital
Map and has four options that can be performed. The options
available are: Close, To Top, To Bottom, and selecting an overlay
from the displayed list. Once the user selects the desired
overlay to be moved and either Top or Bottom, the selected overlay
is either moved to the top or bottom of the overlay stack,
respectively. Figure A-56 shows the flow of operations associated
with using the Stack function to change the stacking order of
posted overlays.

Select Overlay for Stacking:

Overlay List Area

To Top I ITo Bottom I Close

Figure 41. Overlay Stack Window

Exercise operations

The purpose of the Exercise functions is to provide
evaluators and testers the capability to control exercises,
operations, and tests being conducted using the Automated BN TOC.

The Exercise functions are only available on the workstation
that is brought up as a Coordinator workstation. A Coordinator
workstation is used to control exercises, operations, and tests
being conducted on the Automated BN TOC within CCTB. The Exercise
functions are selected from the main menu bar shown in Figure 3 of
the Map Screen. When a tester or evaluator selects Exercise, the
Exercise pulldown window (shown in Figure 42) is displayed. The
options available are: BN TOC UTM, Checkpoint, Shutdown, Restart,
and Delete. These functions allow the Coordinator workstation to
control and save the conditions of nodes on the CCTB. Figure A-57

-shows the flow to specific Exercise operations.
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Figure 42. Exercise Pulldown Window

The purpose of the BN TOC UTM function is to provide the
coordinator workstation operator the capability to change the grid
coordinate associated with the BN TOC. This allows the the other
workstation operator to *Home" the Digital Map to a different
location. The Home function is documented in the Scroll Operation
section of this document.

The operator selects the BN TOC UTM function from the
Exercise pulldown window shown in Figure 42. When BN TOC UTM is
selected, the BN TOC UTM Grid window (shown in Figure 43) is
displayed. The BN TOC UTM Grid window has three options that can
be performed. The options available are: Cancel, pressing the
"Enter* key, and entering a new grid coordinate location. The
grid coordinate entered by the operator must have the two letter
Grid Zone Designator and have an even number of grid coordinates
up to a maxi.ium of eight. Once the operator enters the desired
UTM grid and presses "Enter", the new BN TOC UTM grid is entered
into the BN TOC workstations. Figure A-58 shows the flow of
operations associated with using the BN TOC UTM function.
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Figure 43. BN TOC UTM Grid Window

checkpoint

The purpose of the Checkpoint function is to provide the
coordinator workstation operator the capability to save the state
of all workstations and vehicle simulators on the same network as
the Coordinator workstation. The Checkpoint file is used to
restart workstations and vehicle simulators in a predetermined
location and condition.

The operator selects the Checkpoint function from the
Exercise pulldown window in Figure 42. when Checkpoint is
selected, the Checkpoint window (shown in Figure 44) is displayed.
The Checkpoint window has three options that can be performed.
The options available are: Close, Checkpoint, and typing in a
checkpoint name. Once the operator enters the desired name and
selects Checkpoint, the current status of all workstations,
simulators, and anything else on the network is saved. Figures A-
59 and A-60 show the flow of operations associated with
checkpointing.

Enter Checkpoint Name

New Checkpoint Name

Checkpoint] Cancel-]

Figure 44. Checkpoint Window

The purpose of the Restart function is to provide the
coordinator workstation operator with the capability to restart
all workstations and simulators on the CCTB network from a
previously saved Checkpoint file. This function can be used to
run multiple TOC crews through the same scenario and compare the
performance between TOC staffs.
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The operator selects the Restart function from the Exercise
pulldown 4indow: shown in Figure 42. When Restart is selected, the
Restart window (shown in Figure 45) is displayed. The Restart
window displays a list of all Checkpoint files and has three
options that can be performed. The options available are: Close,
Restart, and selecting a Checkpoint file. Once the operator
selects the desired Checkpoint file then selects Restart, a
message is displayed requesting confirmation from the operator to
restart all workstations and vehicle simulators. Once an
affirmative response is received, all workstations and simulators
are restarted under the selected Checkpoint file. Figure A-61
shows the flow of operations associated with restarting the
workstations and vehicle simulators.

Select a Checkpoint File to Restart

Checkpoint List Area

F Restart-] Close

Figure 45. Restart Window

Exercise Delete

The purpose of the Delete function is to provide the
coordinator workstation operator the capability to delete
Checkpoint files that are no longer needed.

The operator selects the Delete function from the Exercise
pulldown window shown in Figure 42. When Delete is selected, the
Delete Exercise window (shown in Figure 46) appears. The Delete
Exercise window displays a list of available Checkpoint files and
has three options that can be performed. The three options are:
Close, Delete, and selecting a Checkpoint file from the list.
Once the operator selects the desired Checkpoint file then selects
Delete, a message is displayed requesting confirmation from the
operator to delete the selected Checkpoint file. Once an
affirmative response is received, the Checkpoint file name is
removed from the displayed list and the file is deleted. Figure
A-62 shows the flow of operations associated with deleting a
Checkpoint file from the system.
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Figure 46. Delete Exercise Window

Displayed Icons

Selecting a displayed icon is the remaining function that can
be performed at the Map Screen level on the Map Display. The
purpose of selecting displayed icons is to provide the workstation
user the capability either to gain more information about icons
displayed on the Digital Map or to change the icons so that
information can be added or removed from the Digital Map. An
example of this might be the S2 selecting a report generated icon
on his/her map display to determine what report caused this icon
to be displayed. The S3 could select a POSNAV displayed icon to
change the icon aggregation level so that he/she can unclutter the
map display.

The user can select displayed icons at any time on the Map
Display except when the drag is turned on. Then selecting an icon
causes nothing to happen. There are three different types of
icons that can be displayed. They are: POSNAV/Graphic icons,
report generated icons, and pointing arrow-heads on the side of
the Digital Map.

If the user selects a POSNAV icon, a pulldown window (shown
in Figure 47) is displayed with the following options: Aggregate,
Bring to Front, and Send to Back. Moving the cursor to Aggregate
causes a cascading window to appear with the following options:
Battalion, Company, Platoon, and Vehicle. Selecting one of these
levels causes the selected icon to be aggregated to the selected
level. If the user selects Bring to Front or Send to Back, the
level at which the icon is displayed on the Digital Map changes.
T°his means the icon will be shown on the display either in front
of or behind any other graphic on the display, with the exception
of the map.
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-•Aggregcle -

Figure 47. POSNAV Icon Pulldown Window

If the user selects a report generated icon, the pulldown
window (shown in Figure 48) is displayed with the following
options: Link To, View, Delete, Bring to Front, and Send to Back.
The Link To function is used to link report icons to either POSNAV
or graphic control icons. The View function causes the report
associated with that icon to appear on the Map Screen. The Delete
function removes the displayed icon from the Digital Map.
Selecting Bring to Front or Send to Back performs as stated above
in selecting a POSNAV icon.

LirTo

VDd

Bring to FrontSendiBack

Figure 48. Report Icon Pulldown Window

The user can select a pointing arrow with either the left or
center mouse button. Depending on what the arrow-head is pointing
at, if the user presses the center mouse button, either the
pulldown menu for the POSNAV icon or the menu for the report
generated icon is displayed. If the left mouse button is pressed,
a pulldown window (shown in Figure 49) is displayed with the
following options: Go To and Remove Arrow. Selecting Go To
causes the Digital Map to reposition so that the icon being
pointed to is in the center of the Map Display. Selecting Remove
Arrow removes the pointing arrow-head from the Map Display.

Figure 49. Arrowhead Icon Pulldown Window

Figures A-63 through A-68 show the flow of operations
associated with selecting a displayed icon.
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Build and Edit Overlays Screen

The following section details the set of functions available-
on the Map Display to create and edit overlays. This set of
functions is only available when the workstation operator edits oi
creates an overlay. The purpose of the Build and Edit Overla-.%s
Screen is to provide the operator the capability to create and
edit overlays. The operator uses this function to build any
overlay, whether it is an Operations Overlay or an Enemy
Situational Template.

The operator can enter the Build and Edit Overlays Screen
(shown in Figure 50) either through the Create or Edit functions
from the Overlay pulldown window on the main menu of the Map
Screen. These functions are documented in the Create Overlay and
Edit Overlay section, respectively. When the Build and Edit
Overlays Screen appears, the main menu on the Map Screen changes.
The Stacking function is removed and Group is added in its place
on the main menu bar. The specific options available are:
selecting Overlays, drawing a control measure, posting a symbol,
editing an existing symbol or drawn control measure, selecting
Group, selecting a displayed icon (see Displayed Icon section),
and using the scroll bars or dragging the map (see Scroll
Operations section). Figure A-69 shows the flow to specific
operations on the Build and Edit Overlays Screen.
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Figure 50. Build and Edit overlays Screen
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Select overlays

Selecting Overlays from the main menu bar allows the
workstation user to save or clear overlays and exit the Build and
Edit Overlays Screen. These functions could be used by the user
after he/she is finished editing an overlay and needs to save the
overlay and exit the Build and Edit Overlays Screen.

The user selects overlays from the main menu bar of the Build
and Edit Overlays Screen shown in Figure 50. When it is selected,
the Select Overlays pulldown window (shown in Figure 51) appears.
The options available on this window are: Save, Save As, Done
Editing, and Clear All. These functions allow the workstation
user to save or clear overlays and exit the Build and Edit
Overlays Screen.

When the user selects Save, the current overlay displayed on
the Build and Edit Overlays Screen is saved. The Save As function
allows the current overlay to be saved under a new name. The Done
Editing option is used to exit the Build and Edit Overlays Screen
and bring the Map Screen back to the Map Display. The Clear All
function clears all drawn graphics from the current overlay on the
Build and Edit Overlays Screen. Figures A-70 through A-74 show
the flow of the specific Overlay operations.
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Figure 51. Select overlay Pulidown Window
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Draw Control Measure

A control measure is defined in FM 101-5-1, "Operational
Terms and Symbols", as "directives given graphically or orally by
a commander to subordinate commands in order to assign
responsibilities, coordinate fires and maneuver, and to control
combat operations." The purpose of the Draw Control Measure
function is to provide the workstation user the ability to draw
graphic control measures on overlays so that the directives
required to control combat operations can be sent to subordinate
elements of the TOC.

The user selects the Drawn Control Measures options from the
left side of the Build and Edit overlays Screen shown in Figure
50. The workstation has a choice of seven different types of
control measures that can be drawn. These options are: Angled
Shapes, Curved Shapes, Angled Lines, Curved Lines, Curved Arrows,
Curved Double Headed Arrows, Curved Double Stemmed Arrows, and
Curved Double Headed and Double Stemmed Arrows.

Once the user selects a drawn control measure type, the Edit
Attributes Screen is displayed in the Build and Edit Overlays
Screen. That control measure's attributes can now be edited.
Editing control measure attributes is documented in the Edit
Attributes Screen section. When the control measure's attributes
are correct, the user can draw it on the overlay. The workstation
operator draws the measure by moving the mouse and pressing the
left and center mouse buttons. When the user presses the left
button, a drawing point is placed on the screen. This point will
be used to shape the control measure. Pressing the center mouse
button determines the last point of the control measure. Once the
center mouse button is pressed, the control measure is drawn
according to its attributes onto the overlay. Figures A-75
through A-77 show the flow of operations associated with drawing a
control measure on an overlay.

Edit Attributes Screen

The purpose of the Edit Attributes Screen is to provide the
workstation operator with the capability to edit the attributes of
drawn control measures and posted graphics.

The operator accesses the Edit Attributes Screen through the
Build and Edit Overlays Screen either when a graphic control
measure is being drawn, a symbol is being posted, or an existing
graphic (either drawn or symbol) is being edited. A graphic's
attributes are edited from the attribute bar shown in Figure 50.
table 1 shows a listing of attributes for each drawn control
measure. When a graphic is selected, it appears in the Graphic
Display field (shown in Figure 50). The Graphic Display field
showW the workstation user a preview of the graphic before it is
drawn on the Digital Map. As the graphic's attributes are edited,
then the graphic control measure in the Graphic Display field
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changes. Once the operator finishes drawing a graphic or selects
Finished from the Attributes bar, the Edit Attributes Screen
disappears. Figures A-78 through A-81 show the flow of operations
associated with editing a graphic control measure's attributes.

Table 1

Drawn Control Measure Attribute Listing

AndS• x x x x x
FkloiSees X XX X X

FtLudiSm 
X X X X X

Ckned Lkie X XX X X

Cumwilavns X X X X X

CQmvdDouHe•i.1nwi X X X X X

Qiwiol~t~xkiSter.mmoasr X X X X X X

Cn:DuI X X X X X X

The purpose of posting symbols is to allow the workstation
operator the capability to make custom detailed overlays for
operational use. The user could post symbols to identify specific
units or symbolic control measures to an overlay.

The military symbols the user can post to the digital map are

selected from the top of the Build and Edit Overlays Screen shown
in Figure 50. The workstation has ten categories from which theuser can select symbols. The categories are: Points of Interest,

Armor, Cavalry, Infantry, Artillery, Engineer, Air Defense,Aviation, CSS, and Other. Table 2 shows the symbols available by
category with their associated attributes.

Once the user selects a symbol, the Edit Attributes Screen,
with that symbol's attributes, is displayed in the Build and Edit
Overlays Screen. When the symbol's attributes are correct, the
user can post the symbol to the overlay. The user posts the
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symbol by moving the cursor with the mouse and pressing the left
or center button. when a mouse button is selected, the symbol is
posted to the overlay. Figure A-82 and A-83 show the flow of
operations associated with posting a control measure to an
overlay.

Table 2

Symbol Type and Attribute Listing

-u-cfth~rMe ftFOw W @ku9 X IX IX

P M W # f W M C M " A ftX I X X X X X

AnuPdw. M&

kAuy. DWMWA. MMIdK*..uUWRaWW F X X X X X X1

Mhsy kfOM*ml x x x x x

A'dbr. m" iaAiq ~w x x x x x x

MMW=*WPX X IX X XX

M IITTaWEikft~ x x x x x x

AkStw Am.irvdw&~,&~ x -x -xx

COtw T" x
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Edit Graphic

The Edit Graphic functions provide the workstation user the
capability to move, adjust, and change the graphics of an overlay.
An example of this is the S3 developing an operations overlay.
He/she can post the graphic initially, and then either adjust it's
location or change its attributes.

An overlay with posted graphics must be on the Build and Edit
Overlays Screen in order for the user to edit existing graphics.
There are three types graphics that the user can edit: Symbols,
Drawn Graphical Control Measures, and Text Labels.

For symbols, the user moves the cursor to the desired symbol.
Both the left and center mouse buttons can be used to edit the
symbol. The center button moves and repositions the symbol. If
the left button is pressed, the pulldown window (shown in Figure
54) appears with the following options: Move Object, Delete
Object, Link To, Unlink, Hierarchy, View, Edit Attributes, Bring
to Front, and Send to Back. Move Object allows the symbol to be
moved and placed in another location. Selecting Delete Object
removes the selected symbol from the overlay. Selecting Link To
links the posted symbol to another posted symbol. The Unlink
function unlinks any symbols that are linked to it. Hierarchy
allows linked icons to be aggregated at the battalion, company,
and platoon levels. The View function allows the workstation user
to view any messages linked to the posted symbol. Selecting Edit
Attributes brings up the Edit Attributes Screen with that symbol's
attributes in the associated fields. The Bring to Front and Send
to Sack functions perform as previously stated.

Hemdry~Edkft AMbs

Swidb~ic

Figure 52. Symbol Edit Pulldown Window

For drawn control measures, the user moves the cursor to a
diawing point of that symbol. The user uses both the left and
center mouse buttons to edit the control measure. The center

-bUtOn moves and repositions the drawing point. The control
measure is reshaped when the button is released. If the left
brton is pressed, the pulldown window (shown in Figure 55)
qpear8 with the following options: Move Line, Delete Line, Add
Label, Add Point, Move Point, Delete Point, Edit Attributes, Move
Unit Size, Bring to Front, and Send to Back. The Move Line
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function causes the selected control measure to retain it's
original shape but be moved to a different location on the
overlay. Selecting Delete Line removes the selected line from the
overlay. Selecting Add Label posts another label as defined by
that control measure's attributes to the drawing point selected.
Selecting Add Point adds another point to the control measure to
help the workstation user reshape the control measure. The Move
Point function allows the workstation operator to move existing
drawing points to reshape the drawn control measure. Selecting
Edit Attributes brings up the Edit Attributes Screen with that
control measure's attributes in the associated fields. Selecting
Move Unit Size moves the unit size as defined by the control
measure's attributes to the drawing point selected. The Bring to
Front and Send to Back functions perform as previously stated.
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Figure 53. Drawn Control Measure Edit Pulldown Window

For text labels, the user must move the cursor to the desired
text label on the overlay. The user can use both the left and
center mouse buttons to edit the text label. The center button is
used to move and reposition the text label. If the left button is
pressed with the cursor on the label, the pulldown window (shown
in, Figure 56) appears with the following options: Move Text,
Delete Text, Edit Attributes, Bring to Front, and Send to Back.
The Move Text function allows operator the to move the selected
text label to another location. Selecting Delete Text removes the
selected text label from the overlay. Selecting Edit Attributes
brings up the Edit Attributes Screen with that text label's
attributes in the associated fields. The Bring to Front and Send
to Back functions perform as previously stated.

DdaTedt

Eck AMddes

NV b bmr

Figure 54. Text Label Edit Pulldown Window

Figures A-84 through A-96 show the flow of operations
attociated with editing an existing graphic on an overlay.
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The purpose of the Group function is to provide -he
workstation user the capability to move, delete, and copy single
or multiple graphic control measures and symbols. The S2 would
use these functions to copy and post multiple symbols (such as
enemy units) to develop an enemy doctrinal template.

The user selects the Group function from the main menu of the
Build and Edit Overlays Screen shown in Figure 50. when Group is
selected, the Group pulldown window (shown in Figure 57) appears.
The options available are: Move, Delete, Duplicate, and selecting
control measures on to which to perform Group functions. The user
selects control measures either by dragging a box around the
control measure or holding down the shift key and selecting the
desired control measures with the mouse. Once a control measure
is selected, then a Group function can be performed on it.
Selecting Move allows the control measure(s) to be moved to a
different location. The Delete option removes the selected
control measure(s) from the overlay after a confirmation is
received from the user. The Duplicate function causes the
selected control measure(s) to be copied and posted onto the
screen. Figure A-97 and A-98 shows the flow of operations
associated with the Group function.

Scle Scroll features Ouerlays Group Tot. 1:250.000 CtIeckpoant UnIOCUTM

Pointsolinterest Armor Move Intry Artillery Engineer AirDefense Aviabon CSS Otherkv .-- ,- Duplicate

Line

Group Putidown window

,4,

Digital Map Area

V

4,,. Figur* 55. Group Pulldown Window
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Summary

As shown in the previous sections, the existing TOC work-
stations are very complex and flexible. This prototype system
haMs taken many of the tasks previously performed manually and,
using new technology, automated those tasks. The new automation
provides new capabilities and power that previously has not
existed.

This report has documented both the physical and functional
aspects of the automated BN TOC workstations. It has also
provided descriptions of how the automated BN TOC interacts with
other CVCC systems to include tank simulators and other TOC
workstations. As stated previously, the CVCC program, under which
the automated BN TOC is developed, is used to formulate future
weapon systems and organizations. This prototype TOC, in an
interactive environment such as the CCTB, is one such system that
can be used to study the impact of increased automation on C3 .
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Appendix A

Functionality Flowcharts for the Automated Battalion TOC

Flow Chart DescriDtion

The following section consists of the flowcharts that
describe the actions of the BN TOC. The flowcharts follow in
figure number order and the order in which they are referenced
within the body of the main document.

After the figure number and title of each of the flowcharts,
there is a flowchart code that is used within the flowcharts to
direct the reader to-the otber flowcharts in this appendix. The
code consists of a FC# prefix (which means "Flowchart Number") and
a two, three or four letter designator followed by a number. The
letter designators determine to which series the flowcharts
belong. For example, all flowcharts dealing with the Message
Folder have a MF designator. The number following the letter
designator determines the location and order of the flow chart
series.

There are four shapes used in the flowcharts. The first
shape is a rectangle. The rectangle is used as the start point
for all flow charts, and also shows any system actions or changes
that occur. The second shape is a rectangle with rounded corners.
This shape is used to depict any actions that the workstation user
performs within the system. The third shape is a diamond. This
shape is used for making logical decisions within the system. The
last shape is shaped like the home plate on a baseball diamond.
This figure is used to direct the flow to different flowcharts on
another page.

When "Make Alternate Selection" is shown, it means that any
other selection, available from the selections available on that
screen, can be selected. For example, on the first Message Folder
flow chart, alternate selections would be found on the
Infolder/Folder flow chart, which is the higher or parent
flowchart for the Message Folder flowcharts.
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BN TOC
Automated
Workstation

Module on the |Module on the Screen on the

Communication and communication and Map/Situation Display
Planning Display Planning Display

The module border The module border The module borderl
changes color from changes color from changes color from

light blue to tan. light blue to tan. green to tan.

FC# FI:
Infolder/Folder FC# M:F#MS1: Map

(Message Format Module Screen
Module)

Figure A-1. Main System Level (FC# Ml)
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Format Module or Map/ from the Main / from the View Ifrom the Dispose ofI
menu.ee. LMessages menu. Messages menu

Sytm ee Infolder Main MesageiMspsaeso

selected
disappears.

"The main menu is only available on the Infolder.

"All folders except the Infolder can be closed.
The Infolder does not have this function.

Figure A-2. Infolder/Folder (FC# IF1)
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Infolde r

Maela fetion Select Folder Select Filter Select Compose

FC$ MFR. FC# FM1: Filter C#CM1:
FC# Fl: Mesg Mesage Compose

Infolder/Folder Folder Message Mesg

Figure A-3. Infolder Main Menu (FC# IN1)
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Make an alternate Se~ Jun lec Solder a~s elc i~
selection.!

TheFoler indw [h~le idwI h odrwno The Folder Window
dInaas M dnsappears. dpiosAappearsble dsppas

[P Theanatrntelc Journal fodeolIT e MapDisp fodelTe d SitDisp fle

appears. appears. appears.

Figure A-4. Message Fle F*Ml
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Makean lterateSelect Workbook

FOO MR:The Folder window disappears and the
MessageWorkbook window appears. The workbook
Folderindex is displayed with a list of all available

sections. Standard sections are: Air, Armor,

Entry point for

The Workbook FC# MF3: FC# MR: FCO MF5:
window dsappears. Message Message Message

Folder (cont.) Folder (cont.) Folder (cont.)

F#Fi:
Infolder/Folder

Folder (cont.) Folder (cont.)

Figure A-5. Message Folder (conit.) (FC# MF2)
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thatrnt e list selected?~c~Fle ae

Fo slder cto) Is No section SrmTeflectoKwithng tero
hthe list~ selected? N message box.s:"Ms

YesThcusrcno

1~mv The oolfin erro
he~~ero molsowie *bmesae o

m oess the Is a pas:tanctrd
aopselecte "section No a sec tion Foldert cOK ihnthe

have massages sdelected.'esgeb x

The selectedbo

eti ysaes deee

The follbownerorkesg o
meseatge l oserstScio odr cn.

F Namer ha ole;)O

Fiur A6.Messages Folde (cont.)(C#V3
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Inferror messag box.oo

thendo ddiplaedyed.

PC MFZ.dsppas
M ean age_ _ _ _

r( o )Isa de na e The following error Mes e
ty e nteCet omessage appears:"M sWorkbook fetoldercif Folder ( Nant . '

Figure~~~~ero messag MesgbFleox.t)(F#M
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Foker(cnt. I aselcteonfo No message appears: *Mustthe list slceSpecify Folder Name."

The cursor cannot
move out of the

The oddxok I theseletederror message box.

openelect K wihinte

The workbookaerox
hemessage boxe

Theio followen erro mesag MF2:
Meses

Name' folder is Folder (cont.)

Figure A-8. Message Folder (cont.) (FC# MF5)
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widwdisplayed s.

Th n trn elsectio seece woo hiie h aeTyped aper inw
seleceversevido. Mroret thth Craeworkbook section

oI sletocanyesletd fist.. Onl14carmersca

FFC# MF2:
FC#esesag

Foklo (can) Thesectin selcted s hilted Foldaer typdoaptas)

Fo ormlvderon.)

Figure A-9. Message Folder (cont.) (FC# MF6)
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Infolder with Folder
window displayed.

Mda an 'I Select R
"lection

FCO MF1: The Folder window disappears and ft Remote
monap window appears. A lot of folders available for fm

Fokler selected workstation Is displayed. Entry point for
ftw tom FC

MF8.

The cursor cannot
move out of the

window.

Select Close Select Open ect Waritstation"

Button or Selea
fdder from the
displayed HsL

The Remote
dor= d1sappears. was re any of to

solected? Yes Xreed fk,.> No. FC# MF8:
Iready open? messne

FCO IFI: Folder (cont.)
kdolder/Fakler

No Yes
V V

The following error Ttw following a. oi
M081,890 appears:
Must specify folder msssW appears: -Folder

nano." NsrrW Jolder is dready
open.0

The cursor cannot
move out of the

or.= message box. The Rernots
window disappears.

W OK whNn

message box.
, The selected folder

Is opened.

The mess"s, 
box I

disappears. 
FCP IFI:

Inkider/Fokler

ds'

Figure A-10. Message Folder (cont.) (FC# MF7)
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Ifa Slc aox o folder t radi utni eetd

.- 9designation of the then the button NOuWte. Nf a folder
Fokl (cM) btto chagesfrom the fig Is selected. then the

Lfoder Is hilited in reverse video.
More then one folder can be

The folders As i selected. Selections canl also be
chaged to show deselected and they revert to

the folders available unhilited for buttons and normal
to the selected vkdeo for folders from the Nat.

Figure A-11. Message Folder (cont.) (FC# WF8)
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FCO NI:The Filter window diappears.
Mendteuile MessagesanReiv

window appears. A listing of all
of the available reports is

The foWowing error displayed with radio buttons
message appears: L along side each report. -
*Function not yet
implemented. Tecrorcno

_____________move out of the

The cursor cannotI[ move out of the
message box.

OK within U-10 Select CancelSectApyrdobtn
rmessae box. ý

rThe current setting Th rai utton is
The messag box The Filter Messages of the filters is hilited. Any hilitedJlapeJm window disappears. aple oteradio button

receve ifte oftheselected is
digital messag unhilited. More than

FC F:system. one radio button
lnf older/Folder can be selected.

Figure A-12. Filter Message (FC# FM1)
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iL . ..... fo l de r

MakeI anrwm eet ops

FC# NII:The compose window appears. Options
available are: Adjust, Amino, CFF (Call for

Fire), Contact, Intel, Shell, Spot,Free
Text, NBC, and SitRep.

The report window for the
bseleced report appears.

sele tio nS e lect c lose Fee t R o t ill out selected
seletionreport.

___. The repor window The report window See the CCD section on reports toFUII disappears., disappears.,eefnn what fields are ailbefor

Infolder/folder each of the reports& ADl reports that can
.I be composed in the BN TOC are the

FC# RTEI: same as the ones in the vehicles with the
Route Message exception of the Free Text message.

This message is only available in the
TOC. The Free Text message takes its

inputs from the TOC workstation
keyboard.

The differences between reports
generated on the workstations and from

within the vehicles are that when
non-grid fields are selected in the

workstation, the options available for that
field appear In pop-up windows from

within the field. This allows the complete
report to be viewed at once, unlike the
vehicle report that has multiple pages
and a summary page that need to be

viewed..

Figure A-13. Compose Message (FC# CM1)
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Make an afternate Select a msaeSelect Previous Select Selected or

Infoler/Foder -he report selected IsMesae
hilta In reverse video. No Is a message (ot

Moretoan one report can [selected?

report Is reselected, gtia
report reverts to normal

video.

The blowing eamor[meesage appear: The message previous to
No mnessege jthe top most selected

Weectedl. message is opened. If the
top message Is selected,

ihe then the bottom message
Thmoe out ofih eiv j is opened. J

m esaebox. j
The message

SeetOK w~thn thel canniot be edited.

4as ag box.

Th esgsbxMale an alternate Select Close Select RouteThe assae ~selection

FC# 117: The displayed FC# RTE1:
Infolder/Folder message Route Message

disappears.

FC# Fl:
Infolder/Folder

Figure A-14. View Messages (FC# VM1)
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Mamessane alterate: Thelmet selected m essa e c Neesaexpeat

selctdehetthionz

topage mesag Isam saeIs Th cursge o r an o

< sSeleted? wi> theo; >
message YoxY ~ ~~~~ ~ The message bfehefloxigero

T.m essage boxars The message seetdmesgis N esagpea.
"Nomesagp e selcantbeed itpeed.opndItheslcd.

Makee. anabeotetletC ose Selsae Rout
seletecttheoth

Th usr can 1 displspyaye moveoutTfIth
move out r/ole mesag oute Messageox.

FigureI The5 Viewag Mesge cnt)xC#V2

ThemesageboxTheMesagedisppers



Infolder/

Make an alternate Select a mess ag Select Delete Select Route
selection frmteipanyed e

ntolderlFolder The message selected is er
hilited in reverse video. Is a message
More than one message selected?

can be selected at a time. If
a hilited message is

reselected, it reverts back No
to normal video. Yes

I The message is
removed from the

The following error Infolder/Folder list.
message appears:

"NOsmessage If an icon associated

with the message is
displayed on the

The cursor cannot map display, ft is
move out of the removed.

box.

r HIf the selected
elect OK within-the report is displayed

message box. on the

Communication &
Planning display, It

The message box is removed.

Infolder/Folder

Figure A-16. Dispose of Messages (FC# DM1)
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Infolder/Folder with
either a report displayed or the
folders message list displayed.

Select Route

The Route window appears. The Report Entry point
window contains the following radio buttons for from FC#

routing the message: Higher, CMDR, Staff, RTE2.
Lower, Infolder, Journal, MapDisp, and SitDisp.
Also, a listing of the available workbook sections

are displayed.

Select Cancel Select a radio Select a workbook Sele Send
button destination. section.

The Route window The selected radio Fh MR=es
disappears. button hilites. More The selected Roue essage

than one can be section hilites in (cont.)
selected at a time. If tevsectido

FC# IF1: a hilited button is can be selected. If a

Infolder/Folder selected, then the previously hilited

button unlites.
V reselected, then it

reverts to normal
video.

Figure A-17. Route Message (FC# RTE1)
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Infolder/Folder
with the Route window

displayed.

,.q
FC# RTE1 :

Route MessageJ "l

• Yes

The following error
message appears: . r

"Must Specify The message selected isMust S ecifysent to the designated
Destination." JIs a message .b n otedsgae

selected?* Yes destinations either by filing
in a folder or over
SINCGARS radio.

The cursor cannot 1
move out of the N The Route window
message box. N I disappears.

3k The following error
elect OK within the message appears: If sending from a report,

message box. "No Message the report window also
Selected." disappears.

The message box

disapears.FC# IFI:
Infolder/Folder

"This decision Is only relavant when
routing a message from a folder. If

routing from a displayed report, that
report is sent.

Figure A-18. Route Message (cont.) (FC# RTE2)
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Format
Module

Imame a selection on7
the Message Seiec Open Select Create Select Delete

Module or Map
Screen J

OFC# ORFi: CFI CRF1l: FC# DRF1:
Open Report CrateReot Delete Report

FC# Ml: Main Format Format Format
System Level

Cp eort format Is hilited. Any other hilted
Formatformat button is unhilited.

A list of all created reports
under the selected format

are displayed.

Theleportselcte

oI (Selecte in repersefrm

*video. Any
previously hilited

report Is changed to
normal video.

*-The following are formats for the $2 workstation:
AnalArea~pns, Collection, IntelEst, aid Perlnt.

-The following are format for the S3 workstation: EST/Sit.
OpnsOrd, OpnSlt, PerOpnRpt, and RoadMvt

Figure A-19. Format Module (FC# FM1)
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formrmat s

selectionselecteOpe

The following error

type to list reports.'"e

FCE1:Edi F#SF1:FCSAF: hedisplayed:"oea

Figre h cursor OpenReort romae(p#ort."

move ou of-th



LU ane alent oe The Create ReportYsnaeb nNaeiedYoca

select io ___ Jl i L F rm atMoue winger thanslaed
message box

The FMeuag boxuro cno

report nadue canoveot namteofaeo

bep loge tha61

Noo

Th folown ereo nooigerrOl apaueis ampex.

Thetyedeam.i

Fig ureo canno Th Create Report Format Name fiel Yoca

mov ot o t wido dsapeas. ntr u-t 1



Format
Module

The Create Report
window disappears.

A blank unedited
format of the selected

type is displayed.

New* is displa~yed

FNFM:report format FC# EFI: Edit FC# SVF1: FC# SAFi:
Fora odl iaper.Format Save Format Save As Format

Figure A-22. Create Report Format (cont.) (FC# CRF2)
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"Plasocnfmmaha
yoowshtodeee

selctlthcreoronme

*C MI h followingero[Thcusran t1
FraMoueIa inaIsarprmessage appears:moeutfth

Ne o a om typ frmtla cn irmta
messageYeoxS!

Figureseeced the3 Delete Reoraorat(edDR

nae-pc4.



TFeCopmFoma

sroeteeptonsavolbl fo ma Ak 
aan Cancelt Copyop

Formd MouleLs arepmovTe Cout Fofrtael
Is a foniat fom thewindowaper.

dietesplated? aree: aaol CopyRpr

FgTre foll.opyn Reprort Torma curso cannot

*i.i

mesageapear: oveou ofth



S"c aclSelect Copy Type or edit copy

FCS ORF1:The copy name is
Copy eportentered into the

FormatName field. You can
as acopy enter upto 20

Yes name No. alphanumerics,
typedspaces, and'-'.

The following error
werenon-message Is

alphnumeicsdisplayed: 'You
No sp . orVmust enter the

entere In te Yesname of a report.

Do"theI Iwag IsThe cursor cannot1
name________________ displayed "Only move out of the

measaago Is disphayed: &Paces, and '- aremssgbx
*bth rprt already alowed in report

naSoled OK within the
exists.*_______________I_ message box.

The Cop" Format The messae box
wkidow de J FC# FUI disappears.

W Format Module
The report Is copiedi
to the nealy =nodj

Te=M new name is

sdoe to fte "Mot

Figure A-25. Copy Report Format (cont.) (FC# CORF2)
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Selet Cose a Makeaulternt

Yes~~~~~wt reor beenr foromeatanb Isrd

and cisdispdlrepor

Sao~~~h repor forma fomthss iie

Th.1 uror SAIs remaing caabniy the repon
yes ridwI r erpo r be e edortetcted.nsrtd

Figurer formed Editaned Fomtis$E
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FoThe Moatedlo
weitte reoa formatfrma

dissplaved.

She dispaye EiIThecrNeate or1

repot fomat Changed" is
disappears. changed to "Saved"

The ollwingmesagebelow the report
appers:"Thi reortname.

Please confirm that youFomtMdl
wish to cdose this report

viewer, loosing any
changes which have

been made.*

mvouThe cursor cant

!box. th

elect OK withinth
Sole Caro~j message box.

The message box The message box
disapears. and displayed report

foimat disappear.
The repo"t format is

not saved.

Figure A-27. Save Format (FC# SVF1)
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Fo mate andalteraeSecSveA

The Save As
SVFI ad EF1window appears.
respetivey Ha theOptions available

Yes epor bee Noare: Cancel, Save
editedAs, and typing a

rThe displayed new report name.

disappears. The cursor cannot1
The following message move out of the

appers:"Ths reorthaswindow.

close this report viewer, Format Module SFC# SAF2:
loý ay chnges hichve As Formal

have een mde.*(cont.)

Figure -28.mSve Ast o f ora (theS

box.9



saormat Module
with a report format and

Save As window displayed.

Salemt Cancel SypeOr edit name in)

typct name Ass Name field.

The ~names.pear

FC# SAF c: In the Name field.
Save As Format Is a nameenter ther--No <4 nte Yes•

nFwName 
field?

_•Were non-

No spaces, or'-' entered

intoathe 1ame iel

win��dowidnsppearsThe following error
The following error message is

mess[ge box appears: displayed: eOnly
"You must enter the Doesethe alphanumerics,nam e of a report." typed na e Yesa e ,an - r

No lready exist?/ spes allwd i -n arepr
3k The ollowinoerrorna repor

The cursor cannot T message bomove out of the msaei
box. !The report format Is displayed: "That

saved under the report already
now name. exists.'

message boxt , IThe Save As
Iwindow dtisapp=ears, The cursor cannot

disappears. I message box.

I (Select OK within the•
Save As Format r, thsa ebx.,

IThe message box
disappears.

Figure A-29. Save As Format (cont.) (FC# SAF2)
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Map Screen

Make aommunicaton Select Scale Select Scroll Select Feature
and Planning~

Screen. 4
Scale window Scroll wndow Features window1

iappears on Map appears on Map appears on Map

System Level

Scale Scrll CFi
Operations perations Faue

IOverlay window Stack window Exercise window FC# 13li:
appears on Map appears on Map appears on Map Displayed Icon

Screen. Screen.Scen

Operations StcigOperations

~he Exercise option Is only available on the FC# SCR4: FC# S(0R2:
workstation designated as the coordinator. Scroll Bars Dragging thMap
**Theseoptions can be performed at the

Map Screen level when enabled.

Figure A-30. Map Screen (FC# MS1)
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Map Screen
with Scale window

displayed.

Default for map scale is
1:250.000 when the

system is started.

The 1:250,000 field on
the Scale window is

highlited.

Mkselection.aatene| Options available are:|

|1:250.000, 1:125,000,|
I•F LI:50,000, and 1:25,000

The Scale window
disappears. The Map Screen, with all The selected field

features selected, rescales highfights and then
within 20 seconds even if

FC# MS1: Map the current scale is das S ears.
Screen 

selected.

While the screen is
rescaling, no other
operation can be

performed.

The rescaled map is
displayed on theMap Screen.

Figure A-31. Scale Operations (FC# SLI)
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Map Screen
with Scroll Window

displayed.

The options available
for the Scroll window

are: Turn Drag On
(Tum Drag Off)',

Home". and Scroll
Bars.

Default for Map Scrolling is:
No drag operations active

but with scroll bars
displayed and active.

Select Turn Drag Select Home Select Scroll Bars Make an alterate
OnlTum Drag Off' selection.

SThe Scroll windowFOE CR2FOE CR3 FO SCR: SOfldisappears.
Dragging the Map Homing the Map Br iapas

FOE MS1: Map
Screen

"The Turn Drag Off options is only
available when the "Drag" is turned on by
the Turn Drag On option. The opposite

Is true when the "Drag" is turned off.

"**The Home function Is only available on
workslations that are brought up as a

Coordinator.

Figure A-32. Scroll Operations (FC# SCRI)
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Map Screen
with Scroll window ---

displayed. Release the left mouse
t • L button.

selection. The map repositions
with the location
selected, in the

FC# SCRI:I cursor location

The Scroll On the Scroll where the left
window Window, Turn Drag mouse button was

Operations disappears from On is changed to released

FC# MS1: Map
Screen

scrolingtheactive.

Select desired map
location, press and hold
the left or center button

the on mouse, and move
the cursor to the position

that you want the selected
location.

A black line appears
between the

location selected
and the cursor until

the left mouse
button is released.

Figure A-33. Dragging the Map (FC# SCR2)
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Map Screen
with Scroll window

displayed.

gMake an alternate tHeMS esecctonceen H ed

FC# SCRI: IThe Scroll window
Scroll disappears from the

O tscreen.

The map is repositioned so
that the location,

corresponding to the UTM
grid displayed in the upper

right comer of the Map
Screen, is positioned in

the center of the screen.

*This function is only available on workstations
designated as the Coordinator.

Figure A-34. Homing the Map (FC# SCR3)
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ofteMap Screen ad Sre

apeai nthe bcottinom
o dtempisplaye .

map~ov onthasren

Maimqnur ene Soled Scroll Bars >F#SC4
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Map Screen
with Scroll Window

displayed.*

scrc~n.7l e len. Turn ra D rag On
scol J ThScroll On the Scroll

OperatonspTear Scroll windo window, Turn Drag

disapasfo h Off is changed to
screen. Turn Drag On.

The cursor on the Map
Screen is not active.
Attempting to select

and drag a location on
the map causes

nothing to occur.

FC# MS1: Map
Screen

"As stated on FC# MS3, The "Drag" must
be on to select this option. The Scroll
option must be selected from the Map

Screen again In order for the Scroll window
to appear.

Figure A-36. Turning Drag Off (FC# SCR5)
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Map Screen
with Features

window isplayed.

The default for featuresi s gridflnes. roads. and
rivers when the system

is started.

The radio buttons for
gridilnes, roads and

rivers on the Features
window are highilted.

tok ana thrae selected feature tor the seecepfatr

UneFeaure Grndo 1n Ras

The featThe

The slectd feture Is The selecte featurerI
dClOe on th map remve froead thelye mapYe

scrrenn thcreen.

Figur Fea.Fe tures windo ThFeauel)no

disppers E isppers



Map Screen]
WihOverlayy

The Initial window selections for
the Overlay window are: Create,
Edit, Send, Copy, Delete, Post to

Map, Remove. Remove Top.
Hilt. Top*, Rotate Up, Rotate

Down, and Stack.

I ok iFC# CRT1.1: FC#EDT1: FC# SND1: FC# COPY1:

FC# DLT1: MCapT

Delete Hilt Top*

141k.Top oggls to
Unhilie Top when it Is

selected and vice versus.
"ol operations ae

explained In FC# 14T1.

Figure A-38. Overlay operations (FC# OVi)
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Mapo Screenw•it
Overlay window displayed.

"seetin Select Create

from FC#
Overlay window disappears and CRT2.
Create Overlay window appears.

The cursor cannot move

out of the window.

Selct CanTylpe or edit overla Select Create
, ry name. 9 C

The Create Oveday The name typed is displayedt in the name field of #CR2
window disappears. the Create Overlay window. The name length Create (cont.)

can be unlimited, hovever, the first characters
entered will scroll off of the window.FC IS I: Ma

Figure A-39. Create Overlay (FC# CRTl)
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ovela me.Th fll wing e rror vela

winndow disappears.

FigreA-0 Crate Overlayn cn. (C R

overay ame1

entered



Map Screen
with Ovemcay

Window displayed.

seonMake anaemcata 
be

SSee FC# OV1: IOverlay window disappears and
Overlay a Edit Overay window appears.

The names of ac l overlaysi
available for that workstation, are

displayed in the Name field.

The cursor cannot v

eout of the window.

SeetCnelec Seec withi theanoera

FgrNod Oeected overlay
Aname fro hteon ame from the

eraailbl lesg sist

"Selec ani Map#B1:Bil

ScreenSren it
No I anovelayfro Th selected overlayn

Ion name cann be
Yes higligte at af thme.

rnor message isx

diseplaed:.

Fiur -4. EdtOverlay to andT1 itOvrly

Open* Sreenwit

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ slce ovra in mm ~ lImimm~m laIImllll



dMap Screen d wEph
Overlay window displayed.

FC# OVI:The Overlay window
Overlay Idisappears and the SendEnrpotfr

Operations Overlay window appears.flwro C

The names of all overlays, SND2.
available for that

workstation, are displayed
in the name field.

The cursor cannot be moved out of
the window.

Select an overlay to Select a message Select Send
S Cl send. destination.

The Send Overlay The selected The selected
window disappears. overlay name is destination radio FC# SND2:

highlighted in button highlights. Send (cont.)
reverse video. Only Multiple locations can

FC# MSI: Map one name can be be selected. If a
Screen highlighted at a selected destination is

time. reselected, the radio
button will unhighlight.

igure A-42. Send Overlay (FC# SND1)
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Map Screen
with Send Overlay
window displayed.

e Mak ge bse on . TSelect Sesondy

sentto he dsigate

FC# SND1:

Send

the ~ ~~ I erro message f om h et vra

Nvideo. Yes

The following errormessage is 7 s~s
displayed: "Select nationan overlay to send." 0 eetd

S~The following error

message is

displayed: "Selectdestination." Yes•

The cursor cannot
Ibe moved out of the l

F u error message box. The selected overlay is
sent to the designatedW locations. The Send

Selet "O" wihinwindow remains on the
theerro mOKssithin map screen. The name

h berorxesag of the sent overlay
box. changes to normal

•1r video. The destination
button remains lit.

disappears.

Figure A-43. Send Overlay (cont.) (FC# SND2)
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SMap Screen w•it
Overlay window displayed.

SMake alternateSectCp
Selection. )• Slc~p

SFC# OVI: The Overlay window disappears and the Copy
Overlay Overlay window appears. The default folder for Entry point for

Operations display is the overlay folder for that workstation. flow from FC#
The names of all overlays, available in that COPY2.

folder, are displayed in the name field.

FThe cursor cannot, be
moved out of the windo.

( o,=co. ) ('Typ aeoreiova elt folder butto~n
/name, from the / • ae .

T I ~~displayed list, to beI•'r

window disappears. are displayed in the folder button changes
New Name field. The each time it is selected.

IV The overlay name character length of the The overlays available to
FC# MS1: Map selected is hilited new name can be 8 each folder are displayed in

Screen and the name is characters in length. the name field.
changed in the New

Name field to this
name. Only one
overlay can be

selected at a time.

Select Copy

FC# COPY2:
Copy (cont.)

Figure A-44. Copy Overlay (FC# COPY1)
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Not beCopiOedla

~ displawedispSayedt

~Isan overlay to cp.

SheecOKwtithTh following error ThYoloegsro
errmessage Is . msaeI ipae: esg sdslyd e

"ano overlay nam "Olyapya."ena* cnnt e on er e than spaces an Wa allowedthe

The eursor banot int thenae f heNo ntreitoth

move out of tThe folw ng woely ae
error mesg bx essgisDethtyd

d isplyd "That YesYe
'Teoverlay ae"ny alreadyeics

disappexists."

error~coe mesag the newhetye

Figure ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h ove45. CoyOely(in.sF#CP2

>Acpidtot6 o



Map Screen1

with OveCSay window
Displayed.

The Dlt T naeeft thlvta

OvFa wTnhe seeOdi iie nr verse wnco

dsapears vd. anoe ov ela e vdisappears and the

I The cursor cannot be

Select Close S a yro St aname wleelectDed?•te

Sthe displaye list........

Ovra idw selected is hilited in reverse| +,"•
d s p e r . video. If another ove rlay is Is an o elae

displayed In reverse video and
FC MSI: Map the first will revert to normal Te following message

Screen v appears: -Oveday Name'

Is in the overlay stack.
Please confirm that you

wish to remove It from the
overlay stack and delete it

from disk."
The following error message is 

3k -
displayed: "Select an overlay The cursor cannot

to delete.* move out of the-T message box.
, The cum"n cannot movel
out of tho menage box. 1

rSelect OK Select Cance

the message box. The selected
overlay Is removed
from the overlay list

Threm ssa box and deleted from
disapears-disk.

Figure A-46. Delete Overlay (FC# DLT1)
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Map Screen
with Overlay widow

displayedeab

On the Overlay
Swindow, Hilite Top is

changed to Unhlilite
S Top.

"The. Hilite Top function also loggles to the
Unhilite Top function when it Is selected and

vice versus. The Unhiflte function works just the
opposite of the lilt, function. When used, the

Unhilte function removes the boxes from the
top overlay. Also, e Unhillte Top function on

Ohe Oveaay widow I changed to Hilite Top.

Figure A-47. Hilite Top (FC# HT1)
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Map Screen

The window selections
availble ares: Post to Map.
Unpost from Map. Unpost

Top. Rotate Up. Rotate
Down, and Stack.

from~~Seec Unhos fromm r eec ot oD Select Unpost Top

Stac winow F# PMI: C# UM1:FC# UPTI:
disapeas. Pst o ma Unost romUnpost Top

FCCU1 Fc#RD1 MapSKI

Past to Sks St Rotate Up Rotate Down Overlay Stack

Figure A-48 Stacking (FC# SKT1)
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fromthedislaydiSelectyPos

Make kgmM lectPost osma

disappears.ack insowhisapedrsIndrvrev~e.
ano ~ ~ther l Possected th atino sepeetrs ?

F~~t#STK nam ThN e d vsp laye in t rever dse ly h
F MS1 a p 1)Ie nandtes ofrs wilrverlay toa aenot led

ovra sposted to temp
[77he~th mauso canne nameve

outeffothewinderorw.hov~l

disp elcta oe layed Select ovrlystt
anovraystpstt

The Topt toel on the

wiove outnam of the pse overlay slce

anaStm boX.~a name.td.tasletd

Fig re e I- 9 no m lvdoPfyI oste to M p ( C T 1

IF-SO



FC# STK1: The Overlay window disappears and the
Stacking Unpost from Map window appears. The

list of overlay only contains the names of
those posted on the map.

from the displayed !
list.

MaP Window The name of the overlay sel~etd
disappears. is hiahted in reverse video. If Is anoera Yes

another overlay is selected, thatsectd
name will be displayed in reverse

FC#MSI: Map video, and the first will revert to No
normal video.:I

The following error oely

displayed: "Select

[The cursor cannot removed from the
move out of the Top field on the Map No
message box. Screen.

SelectOK within :the
message box. The selected overlay is

Figure A-50. Unpost from Map (FC# UPM1)
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FC# STK1: TheOverlay window dispappea nd.th

Stacking Unpost from Map window appears. The
list of overlay only contains the names of

those posted on the map.

Select Close Seledt an overlay Selec Unpost
from the displayed

list

Map window The name of the overlay selectedIsaovry
disappears. is hilited In reverse video. IfYe

wanothDer overlay Is selected. thatsectd.
erame wIN be displayed In reverse

FC#MSI: Map vidoo and the tirst wil revert to No

The~~ ~ cursor canno reovdfrmph
Th floveo gth Toterrortoeerlayo

miessage io.Ssen

The messae. boxam fh

Figur out1 ofos Top ToCp fildonteiap N

msage-52 Sren



s Map 
Screentwith Stack window

Ssdisplayed.

"Select anoveta to
post toerat SltDisp. Teslce

selection. it)sp

e ezte The Stack window disappears
I FC#SKI: Iand the Post to Sit~isp

FC T1 window appears. AJl overlaysI

ain 
overlay file are displayed.

T cursor cannot Dovep
out of the window.0-.

SelecttOanwithinlth

Se e t C o efrom the list. Slect Post

ueA Post to ST ted overlay
window disappears. name is highlighted in•Freverse video. AnyIsaovry

other highlighted name F<seecsd
IFC# MS1: Map Nosureesd

The following error wno iapas
message is displayed:
"Select an overlay to

post to Skit~sp." The selected
Soverlay Is posted to

•F I the Situation
J Display.

The cursor cannot
move out of the 4Fmesag ox. C Sl" I

Smessage box.

I
Figure A-52. Post to SitDisp (FC# PSDI)
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Map Screen
with Stack window

displayed.

pMake alternatetost Suon
ecSitDisp.l .

•FC# STKI: IoThe Stack window disappears

Selct and the Unra st from SitDisp
window appears. A list is
displayed of all oveTays
posted to the Situation

Display.

The cursor cannot move

out of the window.

SeetCI'Sec no e lec ano erlayto I diappars

SecCose •,from the list. SlcUno

The Unpost from slThe selected overay
SDisp window name is highlighted in anodisappears. Ireverse video. Any slceYes--

movther highlighted name

mesgis unrbveroe..

wFCe MSi: MaphM
Screen b

The following errorUnpost from
message is displayed: Th5 Undow"*Selec an overlay to disappears.

remove.'

S~The selected

The cursor cannot overlay is removed
move out of the from the Situation
message box. Display.

Smesage• box. Scee

SThe message

b~ox d 1 sappe9a rs.

Figure A-53. Unpost from Sit:Disp (FC# UPSD1)
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Map Screen
with Stack window

displayed.

Maealterntion Select Rotate Up

FC# TK1:The Stack window

disappears.

The order of stacking, of
posted overlays, is

changed. The top overlay,
in the stack, is moved to

the bottom of the overlay
stack, and all other posted

overlays move up one
position in the stack.

The Top field on the
map screen is

changed to display
the new top overlay

name.

FC#MIVS1: Map
Screen

Figure A-54. Rotate Up (FC# RUl)
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Map Screen
with Stack window

displayed.

selectioon. ISelect RotaeDwn
FC#S.•1: The Stack windw
Stcigdsappars.•

The order of stacking, of
posted overlays, is

changed. The bottom
overlay, in the stack, is
moved to the top of the

overlay stack, and all other
posted overlays move

down one position in the
stack.

The Top field on the
map screen is

changed to display
the new top overlay

name.

FC# MS1: Map
Screen

Figure A-55. Rotate Down (FC# RD1)
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Map Screen w it
Stack window displayed.

FC# STK1: The Stack window disappears and the
Stacking Overlay Stack window appears. The overlay

list only displays the names of overlays that
are already posted to the map.

The cursor cannot be moved

7eout of the window.a

SSelect CIO" Select Top ) Select Bottom Selctano~r - • veda.0 y

S t c w= i n d o I s a n o v e rl yI s a o v r y

overlay selected is

FCO MSI: vdeo. If anoter

'~~that namewiullbe
The following error The following error cdisplayed in reverse

message Is displayed: message is displayed: video and the first
"Select an overlay to "Select an overlay to will revert to normal

pop to the top." pop to the bottom." video.

1 The Selecte
ovtay Is moved toot overlay is moved to
the top on the Map b ero moedsg bout of the otm onte

be mved ut o thethe bottom on the
Screr me ssge eMap Screen and the

Stack window.• Stack window.

Sele •. 'OK' within
The Top Seld on the the error message

Map Scram Is , box. Wasthtop
changed to the nwmoved? No

The Top field on the Map
Screen Is changed to the

new top overlay.

Figure A-56. Overlay Stack (FC# OSTK1)
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Map Screen
with Exercise window

displayed'.

Make alternate
selection from main Select BN TOO U'M Select Checkpoint Select Delete

menu. 3

The Exercise 1 FC# BTI: Bn FO# CPI: FC# EXDl:
window disappears. TO Checkpoint Exercise Delete

FC#MIVSI: Map
Screen

Select Restart Select Shutdown

FC# RS1I: The
Restart system/program

terminates.

"This option is only available on the workstation
designated as the coordinator.

Figure A-57. Exercise Operations (FC# EXI)
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Map Screen
with Exercise

window displayed.

..,.olcton. ýý
The Exercise window disappears and the Bn

TOC UTM Grid window appears.

The cursor cannot move out of the window,

F Select Cancel Select Enter • Enter a UrMgrid.•

The Bn TOG UTM The Bn TOG field on The grid entered is
Grdwnothe Map Screen is displayed in the

disappears. eard no grid i Grid field.

+ ~i eld. I
FC FC#: MS1aMp

Scree FC# Screenp

Thetre folrowigterro

The cursor cannot Thfolwnerr

be moved out of the *Not enough leading
error message box. cNate rsug Weading

Yes ofaumerses.re

Select "OK" within The following error
the error message message is displayed:

S box. ' Odd length"

message b x
L c~~~~isappears. SldCne

MThe grid entered Is the
Snw BN TOC grid and Is

displayed In 1he BN TOC
field on the Map Screen.

Figure A-58. BN TOC UTM (FC# BT1)
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SMap Screen with Exercise
window displayed.

kel eion.t Select Checkpoint

SFC# EXI: The Exercise window
Exercise disappears and the

O oCheckpoint window appears.

he ,curor cnot move
out of the window.

SSelect Close aT checkpoint ,Select Checkpoint

The Checkpoint The typed name FC Checpoit

window disappears. appears in the

tC WSI a Checkpoint Name field. 1 (cnt) /

SScreen

Figure A-59. Checkpoint (FC# CP1)
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Mare moree wtha Exeanyhigiohe

Make1 alent lctharcteroi Noj:e entre? paesiad

Cheeckpoint rro

spaes, n

~The following error
mmessage appears:

~ ~~~~~~~~~"htcheckpoint n m . r oeta hnapau eis

yes 4 caraterNospmuators, and'-
Thefolo ingeror entrea nythigelsed onth

The~~~ntwr isso saved.ssg ap :!i

Figue out0 Cfte'heckpoint (cnt.) NNC 4o2

mesagebox nvt b les tan -Ye



Mhe focroeen mesagth
Exesrcaisd wPlease disnlayed

acthat you" wish to restart th

FCatalo TO: execis fxrcsewimo

al aaiabC heckpoint filesnm"o l[~~~~~ ~~ sspye:Seeta hcaon
for ~ ~ ~ ~ d retrtneheeerie

~~The cursor cannot b moved
~~~~~~~~out of theerrmsaebx he messgedox.

disappeasaresrs Nol worhghlstadtIonsrs
vithen brogh upvoul unde th

highligselecte fieIch h ck one csoitfie

Figure you1 Riht estart the S1
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Fh Exe aps wind en wisa asadth e

ExerdsoDelete Exercise window appears. A list of all
Operaionsavailable checkpoint files is displayed.

The cursor cannot move
out of the window.

Sole CIO a ceckpintSelect Delete

Any previously highlighted filee

FC# MS: Mapselected?

The following message Is
displayed: Please confirmn

__________________________that you wish to delete the
chec~kpoin "Checkpoint file

disappers.andremve from alisatalThe
DlteC wnowrkstappears.

folwigero message I
bxdispappd 'elas aC The: cusoapnomv

Fiuem6. Eercise Delett e The# EDelt idwTh hcpitfieieee

diappas-n6rmvdfom3s h



Move cursor to a Move cursr to a Move cursor to an arrow
POSNAV report generated along the border of the

ngenerated icon. icon. map (red points to an

Nothing ~ ~ ~ ~ eem haoen oong of tthe moaputo s C0
pressed Dplion avadlalueispforayfrendlyco
are: ggre ate, Brn toicont.)

Frnt Sen t o Back

ScrewPPU wio Aos~ are ouln eo pop-u wanow Th po-pwndw

lepela rothse shown, is(on.

hapen Thed selcte icon. IsO Th etD16 oni
Eocediveronto moplVyedbehindn

The ico is agregate

mo the=t belected seel

Ah pop-u p windowasasEnr pit o
Nothing apperlogars. temuebto sFOD6

FigureA-63.Displyed Displayedli

prseAOtosavial64§ Io



MakeAltenateMove cursor to a

A o-pwno 1:Displayed IconAblcouinbx
appears. Optounsh

mouew DelteBigton

Front. and Send to
Back.

Figure13 A-64 DipaedIo1co5:(F#D2

1 0 FAd6n



ledpMyed Screnho

linkedl ano anoier

Pleas Seimm Unk TO

FC#~~ h cursor an T heppu idw

~ mveoIso the smo
Yesaes 4>. [NoWoe

wnothe theoono?

The mesTa e folloThe messagebo

Is# dislaed 'TeA arwaper
specfie oro isaraytmCh etro

link: tod ante.ahnelcesmo

lowt Ovedf th

Figue A-5. isplyedIcon(cort.)(FCof13
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Map Screen or
Build and Edit

Overlays Screen
with pop-up window displayed.

Selection !:elc jVe

FC# D12:The pop-up window
D y Idisappears.

The report associated with
the selected icon is

displayed on the map
screen. The report cannot
be edited but can be sent

to other stations.

See FC# RTE1:
Route Message
for sending and

canceling
reports.

FC#MS1: Map
Screen or FC#
BE1: Build and
Edit Overlays

Figure A-66. Displayed Icon (cont.) (FC# D14)
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Map Screen or
Build and Edit

Overlays Screen
with pop-up window displayed.

MaeAtraeSelect Delete Move cursor to Move cursor toSelection Bring to Front and Send to Back
release button.

Fo D12: The pop-up window 4

FiueA6.Displayed Icon disapears The # seetd15o)s Th eetecni

A moved in front of 
moved behind any

The selected icon is aypse rpis pse rpisa

removed from, th a ,t that locatio. tha ,location.
map screen.

SFC0 MS1: MapI
Screen or FC#
F ':" Build andl

Figure A-67. Displayed Icon (cont.) (FC# D15)
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Build and Edit
OveravsScreen

Maim aterove cursor to a

magnarrowhead.

An loon of what the

Displayed loon displayed.

rose~Frnt and Send thPo dhl
The mapreposiions 1he marin airw Beck Brin!o rntun

cetemousihecneo Seeter use
theon fucinn of n. paydIo

thesers opeatonionst.

Figure~~~~ ~enrae iconiplydIon(ot) F#D6
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Build and Edit1
OverlaysI
Screen I

The main menu bar is
displayed with the

Group option available
In place of the Stacking

options.

Select an Select OVERLAYS Draw a graphical Post a symbol toe Edi sybo or drawn
alwatons rorn from ain enu. control measure on overlay.syblodrw
mimo xWthe overlay, control measure.

map Screwn for FC# SOI: CDrwContro FC# PSi: Post FC# EGi: Edit

operaton function Selec Overlays Measure SyblGraphic

Da isplayed rth Communication Us Scroll BasI s Dragg*n the

welecth droug IcSn enaled Nonigaalbl.aalbe

"Onglrecan be drawn or edited.

Figure A-69. Build and Edit Overlays Screen (FC# EIl)
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Build and Edit
Overlays
Screen

Make alternate Select OVERLAYS
selection or edit from main menu.

FC# BEI: Build
and Edit Overlays The Select Overlays

Screen window appears with
new menu. Options
available are: Save,

Save As, Done Editing,
and Clear All.

Make alternate SlcSaeSelect Save AsSlect Done Editing
selection. Slc aeA ~

The Select Overlays [ei curent ovrlay Select Overlays
[window disappears. edited is saved.(cn.(ot)

FC# BE1: Build [The Select Overlays
and Edit Overlays I window disappears.

ScreenI

FC# BEI: Build
and Edit Overlays

Screen
Select Clear All

FC# S04:
Select Overlays

(cont.)

Figure A-70. Select Overlays (FC# S01)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen

with Select Overlays
window displayed.

Make Salete Select Save AsT a

S window disappears
Nhand Save As

and thee overlaay

rawindow appears.

The cursor cannot

move out of the
window.

F Select Cancel Typenanm°verlay• FSelect Save As

Zname
The Save As The name is FC# Sd3:

window disappears. entered in the New [Select Overlays
Nothing is saved Name field. [ (cont.)
and the overlay

remains in the edit
mode.

FC# BE1: Build

and Edit Overlays
Screen

7

Figure A-71. Select Overlays (cont.) (FC# S02)
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No il entrd Einth Nvewly

Sre Theh Sollwin erro wiedo

displayed:yeo.

mSeet teanOverlaysWr
name. Is thenam overa

ln? enteredi heN

[eNam cfrsrlcnno

t ~ hlcantelogrt The following error Yes

Teeormessage i
oxdispappears.Y

name. s the under the alhneWri

F essare box2. Sele fovlwigerlas(cn.orC# 3

messge s dsplyed



Build and Edit
Overlays Screen

with Sfyeou Overlays
window displayed.

Figuree S: T Select OOnterSa
disllay, Overlay if youiwappearsv

No ast emovera Ye'to syowsht

removedfromteMaphesen changes. Select the Sv

reoethese changes."Slc h

lbe moved out of the
S box.

The message box The message box
disappears. disappears.

unedited overlay Is
displayed.

Figure A-73. Select Overlays (cont.) (FC# SOO)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen

with Select Overlays
window displayed.

The Select Overlays
window disappears.

SIThefolloin messageI

Sappears: "Please
Sconfirm that you wish to
Sdelete all objects in the

S ovetay.

IThe cusrcannot!
be moved out of the

message box.

Fiue A- . Sl ectoverlaygrpi s/(contgraphics 05)

remin ntct. rmovdAromth



Build and Edit
Overlays
Screen

Make akrnalsSelew a typ, at Control measure
seeto or a&Idraw. Oplions available wre:
map. rgled Shapes. Curved shapes,

Angld Unes. Curved Unes.
Curved Arrows, Curved Double

FC# 621: Build Headed Arrows, Curved Double
adEdit Overlys Stemmed Arrows, and Curved

screew Double Headed and DoubleBE7 
~ Stemnmed Arows.

FigreA-7. Dra Cot olnteaure withD~l

selecton. curent sape-ntypin6o



Build and Edit
Overlays

easltrat oe usoerf th esfinaredlCtif he5

b elwee tin the seedite map loheio selected

cadn F condo thmcrrnascuroeth.crrn

oando ofi therlays. SeeT 0Kwtnlctonothe cursor mve and
Scenthe mep ssage mouse~ slctd

ac anotherro o
po/ArwintaeeigShp

Figr mosebuto. Drawe Cotrl Mesueton.)(F#DC

Tefloigmsa ge7



Build and Edit
Overlays
Screen

F Make alternate Press the mriddle

map ending location.

FC# BE: BuThe selected shape is drawn
according to its associated

shaping algorithm.

FC# BE1: Build
and Edit Overlays

Screen

Figure A-77. Draw Control Measure (cont.) (FC# DCM3)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen

with a control measure
"WKIed.

Malwakerraft FM the shape's
walaction or adit associawd

map. attWri s.
V

FCS SO: Build
and Edit Overlays

Screen

7n

7;7
the cursor to' 'move cursor 10 to move cursor to to

the Une Aw and Status field and Alignment field and prow
press and hold left press and hold left and hold left mouse

mouse button. mouse button. button.
The Is OF
removed from
on Graphic

Display kW arid A pop-up window A pop-up vAndOw appears A pop-up window appears
to suribms bar appears with the with to blowkV status with the followkV

disappeors. j fo&y*q lin* tjolumm options: Confirmed and alignment cpWns:
opftu: Thin, Medium, Unconfirmed. Confirmed Friendly and Enemy.

and Thick. These makes shapes lines sold Friendly makes to
FC# REI: Build options *I dwW #0 and Unconfirmed makes shiapes's color black and

and Edit Overlays One thickness of the shape* Ones dashed. . womy makes On shape's
screw shape. color red.

withi
oursor

F-Move to ctm= *11161
the pop-up wh dow to -to Linit orl dit tw Head or Tail
melo a aftcdon and Label fields.
nolease to Mouse

button. FCS EA2: Edit FC# EA3: Edit
Attributes Attributes

(cont.) (cont.)
The seleoled atirlbm
le I Fill In Would The measure in thean Ow a6lxft bar. Graphic Display Uld Is

dwW lo display to Waphic
with the new attribule. The

w"Iswusonthelillap FC* DCMI: Draw Control
Saven 9 sdbV an existing Measm or FC# PSI

Post Symbolcmill measure. 
7 

7

Figure A-78 Edit Attributes (FC# EA1)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen

with a graphic control
measure selected.

MakealtenateEdit the shape's
selection or edit aoia

map. attd btes.

FC# EAl: Edit
Attributes

Selecd Finished or Move cursor to the Typ alphauerc
edi the Line, Unit Size field and /Edit Label field Edit the Head or Tall
Sasor Allignment press and hold left feds

attrbute, mouse button.ý

FCS EAI: Edit A pop-up window appears must be selected. The typed Attributes
Attribtes with the following unit size text Is displayed In the label(cn.

symbol options: None, field. Up to 16 alphanuimerics
PLT, CO,BN, GEOT, BDE, can be typed.
and DIV. Selecting any of
the above options puts the
symbol for that unit size on Press the "Enterr

the drawn shape. key on the

Mwthe cursor withn-`
the pop-up window to The entered textlIs
make a selection and displayed at the end of all
release the mouse lines and arrows, and is

button. j displayed at the first point
selected for shapes In both

the Graphic Display field
The seecte attribute and for any edited shapeIsI displayed in Irs on the Map Screen.

attrbute field. I I

The control measure In the
Graphic DWsla fil IsFDM:Da oto

with the new attribute. ThePotSm l
same Is true on the Map

Screen If editing an existing
control measure. 7

Figure A-79. Edit Attributes (cont.) (FC# EA2)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen

with a graphic control
measure selected.

The control measure in the
Graphic Display field is

changed to display the graphic
with the new attribute. The

same is true on the Map
Screen If editing an existing

control measure.

1 FC# DCMI: Draw Control
Measure or FC# PS1I

Figure A-81. Edit Attributes (cont.) (FC# EA4)
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Build and Edit
Overlays
Screen

Malt altenate Select a symbol category.
selection or edit Options available are: Points

map. of interest, Amfior. Cavalry.
Infantry, Artillery, Engineer. Air
Defense, Aviation, CSS, and

Other.
FC#BE1: Build J

and Edit Overlays
Scree A Symbols Category window

appears with the symbols
available for the selected option.

Select a symbol from the
displayed category. See

Figure~Tbl 2-2 Post SymolmbCols
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen

with a symbol ready for
posting.

No edts cn beMove cursor to

The stymbo desired map t
Pointtandocation to draw aoverlays loc symbol.

See FC# S)CR2:

Dragging the Map The cursor moves
for all on the map as the

mouse imoved.

pi Select the left or|middle mousJ
Sbutton.

V
The symbol gets posted on the map
for points of interest as follows : The
center of mass of the Coordinating

Point and ACP are located at the
selected location. AJI other points are

at the end point of their
stems/pointers. The center of mass
for all unit symbols is located at the

point selected by the mouse.

FC,# BlEi: Build
and Edit

Overlays.

Figure A-83. Post Symbol (FC# PS2)
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Make alternate move cursor toa Move cursor, to aa Move cursor to a

FC BEl Build A thi black box A thin black box
'ýn dtappears around the appears around the A thi black boxbappears 

only around a
drawing point when the
cursor is on it's location.

FC# EG2: Edit FC# EG7: Edit
Graphic (cont.) Graphic (cont.)

Figure A-84. Edit Graphic (FC# EGI)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen

with a thin box around a
posted symbol.

Movecursor oaPress center moke Press left mouse

desired loctton. Reeaeteftbttn

SFC#Z l E uild The box around the A pop-up window appears with thead EdPit Jposted symbol is following options: Move Object,

Overlays locked to the Delete Object, Lnk to, Unlink,movement of the Hierarchy, View. Edit Attributes, Bring

mouse/cursor. to Front, and Send to Back.

desired location. window.

The outline b x FC# BE1 Build FC# EG3 Edit
moves with and Edit Graphic (cont.)

cursor.las

SRelease center

button. !

The initil symbol is The outline box The initial symbols is
removed from the dsper. redrawn in the now

map. dsperlocation.

1I FC# BE1: BuildI
a nd Ed it

Figure A-85. Edit Graphic (cont.) (FC# EG2)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen
with pop-up window on a

displayed symbol.

disappears, disappears. Graphi (cont.) Graphic (cont.)

A box outlining th The following message is
symbol appears. It Is displayed: "Please confirm the

locked to the deletion of specified icon."

moemente of mashe
tecursor. loaton

Press center oraleft
mouse button.lctdi

Move curs Dr to thehesIstale sybol. isrbtsBigt

m nTha ytlIs~ otie box moerih SeetCnelw Seltec new

remvenfomth disappears. windo speas

FCN BE1: Buuildedfrm h
aand Edit
OOverlays

Fi ur -8 . dt Gr p icap-. 
( C E 3

TheIr#JsybolIs Th otlne ox Th Iital-ymoli



Build and Edit
overlays Screen
w~it pop-up window on a

displayed symbol.

adMoe bec SletUn T*Select Unlink, Seect Edit
or Delete Object

ýW DFront, and Send to
Back

FC# EG3: Edit Thýe pop-up window disappearsEit.ack
Graphic (cont.)Grpi(cn.

FC# EG6. Edit
Graphic (cciii)

Or'Jy ~ ~ ared inked tomni cnbTh No~iio rd Te"ikdt"I
Ynes anohe ocher Icn. o

pant olThereti fojllowng mesg from the: Bentrd
Isde e d isp-fnclayed: T e hgelce sm o

teubbInglnked to aote.

Figur~leae confir Edit Grpiyout)(F$E4

wishto e-U k It MoeAc rso



FC EG3: Edit FC EG4: witThe pop-up window An a ieppu dw h o-pwno

Grahi (an.) Grahi (an.) disappears. appears. The unirs disapers.Graphc (cnt) raphc (ont.)heirarchy is displayed
both up and down if

The selected applicable. A folder with all
symbol is unlinked. reports linked to that

commeriations.

FC#~FC BEl: Buidilden
ThOviieriolayEdtsvrly

'You an ony Unnic tam ~ he Vowpoproniioonl

lined co an nt te vaiabe cfthresare reoffMkeatsrr
like t Iow inkdtow the Icon.mplte

Figuree Initia Edit Grahi (ct. OFverlGys
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen
with pop-up window on a

displayed symbol.

Select Move Object Select Edit Select BriBac
or Delete Object Attribut es Front

FC# EG3: Edit IThe pop-up window [The pop-up windowi The pop-up windowi
Graphic (cont.) disappears. I disappears. j disappears.

The selection The selected icon is The selected icon is
figures on the left moved in front of moved behind any
side and symbol any icons that were icons that were

Soption along the top in front of it. behind it.
of the map are

Select Unk To shaded. These
functions are FC# BE1: Build FC# BE1: Build

disabled. and Edit and Edit

FC# EG4: Edi Overlays Overlays
Graphic (cont.)

FC# EA1: Edit
Attributes

Select Unlink,
Heirarchy, or View. When Finished

; is selected from
Edit Attributes

FC# EG4: Edi then FC# BEl:
Graphic (cont.) Build and Edit

Overlays

Figure A-89. Edit Graphic (cont.) (FC# EG6)
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SBuild and Edit
Overlays ScreenI
with a thin box around text.

Mov, cursor off text Press center mouse Press left mouse
button. ,,

FC# BEI: Build' The box around the A pop-up window appears with the
and Edit posted text is following options: Move Text, Delete[• • locked to the

movement of the Text, Edit Attributes, Bring to Front,

mouse/cursor. Back.

Move cursor to Make Selection from
desired location. e s f twindow.

The outline box FJ e BEl Build C EG8: Edit
moves with the ave rly Graphic (cont)

cursor.Oely

Release centerbutton.

The toxt is removed The outline box The text is redrawn
from~ ks iniia disappears, in the new location.

location.

1 FC# BE1: Build
and Edki
Overlays

Figure A-90. Edit Graphic (cont.) (FC# EG7)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen

with pop-up window
diaplayed.

Select Edit
Sedect Bring to Select Move Text Attributes

Front or Son to t tDeteTx

Back ýX

The pop-up window The pop-up window The pop-up window
FC EGS: Edit disappears. disappears. disappears.
Grahic (cont.)I

A box outlining the The following The selection
text appears. kis message is figures on the left

locked to the displayed: "Please side and symbol
movement of the confirm deletion of option along the top

cursor. the specified abel." of the map are
shaded. These

Move cursor to the The cursor cannot functions are

desired location. move out of the disabled.
box.

dFCEA1: Edit

the cursor location.SeetCcl OKArbte

Preessthe left r The fmwessg box: The message box1
center button.o disappears. disappears. j

When Finished
The selected text is 1 is selected from
removed from the I Edit Attributes

Th. outline box The text is redrawn Map. j hnFCBl
fromcft"al disappears. in the new location. Build and Edit

Overlays

and Edit
Overlays

Figure A-91. Edit Graphic (cont.) (FC# EG8)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen

with pop-up window
displayed.

SDelete Text, or EditI
•lr • L Attribute s!.

The pop-up wndow The pop-up window

disappears. disappears. #EG:di

The selected text Is The selected text is
moved in front of moved behind any

any icons that were Icons that were
in front of it. behind ft.

FC#BE1: Build FC# BE1: Build
andEdit and Edit
Overlays Overlays

Figure A-92. Edit Graphic (cont.) (FC# EG9)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen

with a thin box around a
drawing point on a drawn

control measure.

SMove cursorpress center mouse Press left moue

Sdrawing poin buto. button i;

:and Edit A black drawing line appears A pop-up window appears with the
Ovela between points on either side following options: Move Line, Delete

of the solaced point. An e nd Line. Add Label, Add Point, Move

point has a line running to the Point, Delete Point, Edit Attributes,
next point of the shape. The Move Unit Size, Bring to Front, and
drawing line is locked to the Send to Back.

movement of the
mouse/cursor.

V Reeas let butt~n.akeSelection from•

lMove cursor window.
Ldesired location. !

desired location. FC# BE1 Build FC, EG3: Edit

and" Edit IC I G Io Ediot.
The black drawing Oay Edaphc I

line moves wit the Oely rpi cn.

Release center
button.

I

The bl4ack drawing The shape is

Pro dsappa:7] redrawn with the
line isappars, now drawing point.

Figure A-93. Edit Graphic (cont.) (FC# EG10)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen
with a pop-up window on a
selected drawing point.

clspo ]disappears. disappears.

The entryin the A thin black outline box The following
current LU" field Is appears around the entire message appears:
postedi at Waedetc shape. The outline box is "Please confirm

point, N nothing isi locked to the movement of deletion of the
the fiWd no label is the cursor, specified polyline."

posted. IFzizii
Move cursor Th cuso cano

move out of the
box. j

The outline box
moves with the

crsor Selewct C Sl

Press center or left
tous buton Th message box The message box

dsappears. disappears.

The hap atirs he hae isThe selected shae"
The oukw bois deleted from map.

Figre sappear. Ed itsGapphics (c ont) (C #

FC# BE: Buil



Build and Edit
Overlays Screen
with a pop-up window on a
selected drawing point.

Soled Move unqý. SelectAdPonSle Move Point SldDlt P'o~int•
D•eletMoe Line,• oreletet

TheEG 1 pop-up window The pop-up window The pop-up window
Edit Gradc adisappears. j disappears.

SThe sleced point
For an enclosed shape, a For an enclosed shape, is deleted and the
black drawing ine appears black drawing lines appear shape is redrawn.

between the point between the point
selected and the selected and the points on

preceding point. For linear either side. For linear
shapes, the same is true shapes, the same is true
except at an end point. At except at an end point. At
an endpoint, a black line an endpoint, a black line

appears after it. The center appears to the preceding
of thedrawing line is locked point. The point selected

to the cursor. is locked to the cursor. Select Edit Attributes,
Move Unit Size, Bring
to Front, or Send to

Move cursor Move cursor

1FC EG13:
IThe drawing lieThe drawing I~ Edit Graphic

moves, Moves. (cont.)

Press center or left Press center or left
mouse button. mouse button.

Theshapeis The•shape is
I redrawn with the redrawn with the

new point added.] moved point.

FC8 BEl: Build
and Edit
Overlays
I V

Figure A-95. Edit Graphic (cont.) (FC# EG12)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen
with a pop-up window on a
selected drawing point

Semove Une, Select Edit Select ove U Select Bring l Sn to B,
Delete Une, or Ad A ttriue Size* Front

[=Label I

WC ~i1 The pop-up window The pop-up window The pop-up window The pop-up window#Edit 1: I disappears. disappears. disappears. disappears.

(c o n t.) 
T e d s l y d u iThe selection the sae The selected text is The selected text is

figures an the left S on the shape moved in front of moved behind any
_ moves to te any icons that were icons that were

option along the top selected drawing in front of it. behind it.
of the map are point.

shaded. These4
Select Add Point. functions ar FC# BE1: Build FC# BE1: Build

disabled. and Edit and Edit
Delete Pitand Edit Oely

Ivedlays
FC# EAI: Ei

FC# EGII±2 Attributes
"Ecit Graphic

(cant)

When Finis
Is selected from
Edit Attributes
then FC# BEl:
Build and Edit

Overlays

"*The Mone Unit Sine option Is not
avalable ulles a wit size Is

oumntly displkyed on the control
measlurel.

Figure A-96. Edit Graphic (cont.) (FC# ED13)
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Build and EditOverlays

Screen

Mak atenae area boxedrwutd a thc ox.

selection Select Group measure or press and holdithe shift key and selecta
•f J control measure with the

and ditaud ears u perfom The Group window
aedEdia appears. The optionsPe

Oravailable are: Move, 
The selected control

DFb lifath e , area otlnedmeasures drawing points
th oare boxed with a thick box.

the ursoaten thaybll o select ed.

from window. L teeci ru

Th Serect Group W~~erafini

disappears. performed. The Group windowI I appears.

LFCald EdBil JFC# GP2:

"*-For a symnbol, N the area outlined by its drawing points is riot in

t box drawn by the cursor, then the symbol is not selected.-Kf the start point of a shape Is not included in the box drawn by
toe cursor, then the symbol is not selected.

41f an end point of a Iinesr control measure Is not Included in the
box drawn by the cursor, then the symbol is not selected.

Figure A-97. Group (FC# GP1)
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Build and Edit
Overlays Screen with

an object selected and the Group
window displayed.

Solec Move Make alternate Select Delete Select Duplicate

wI selection.

The Gro The Group window The Group window The Group window
sdisappears. disappears. disappears.

A box appears around the The drawing points The following The control
selected control are unboxed.. message is measure(s) selected

measure(s). The center of displayed: "Please is usuplicated, any
the box is locked to the confirm deletion ofSI linked symbols are

cursor and it's movement. FC# BEl: Build all selected pied s le
and Edit objects." coped, the
Overlays duplicate is offset to
--- ,Is IV the bottom and right

Move cursor to the desired The cursor cannot of the original and
location and press left or be moved out of the boxed.

right mouse button. 0 message box.

The box moves to the desired Select OK Select Cancel
location. When the mouse button
is pressed, the control measure is 16

moved so that its center of is at The message box The message-box
the selected location. disappears. disappears.

IFC# BE1dBil

I ndE "A

Figure A-98. Group (cont.) (FC# GP2)
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